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We named our conference in recognition of and similarity to the history of
the state it calls home. Pennsylvania has long been known as the Keystone State because of its significance in uniting the disparate and dissimilar colonies during the tumultuous time of America’s revolutionary Republic. Transgender people, located as they are between the two seemingly
opposite poles of the gender binary, perform an analogous act of bridging
the often contentious divide between men and women.
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Today we find our nation more divided between dichotomous, deeply held
beliefs than it has been since the Civil War of the mid-nineteenth century.
As transgender people and allies we must step back to question our social structure that fosters this political polarity along the axes of race,
wealth, class, ability, ethnicity and religion—especially in light of the fact
that the current administration is attempting to erase the existence of
transgender people by redefining the relationship between sex at birth
and gender identity. This, of course, is not new, but simply a repetitive
backlash. Over the course of America’s history gender has been used as
a method of population control such that one’s unquestioned and primary
indicator of identity is gender. We have all, as children, been channeled
into the social categories of boy or girl with the insistence that our biological sex and gender identity must match. Yet, many of us did not align
so. This conference was born out of a rebellion against that suppression
of identity. While so many of us suffered terribly in demanding to be who
we feel we are, we looked optimistically to a bright horizon—hence the
conference sub-title “A Celebration of Gender Diversity.”

TransCentralPA Mission

Dear Keystone Participant,
The officers and members of TransCentralPA and the staff and volunteers
of the Keystone Conference welcome you to the 11th annual Keystone
Conference. We hope that your time with us will be enjoyable, informative
and inspirational and that you will find your interaction with the many people who gather here at the Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey hotel to be life
changing. To the many of you who are returning to Keystone, thank you
for your presence! To those of you joining us for the first time, thank you
and welcome! We trust and hope you will enjoy your experience, find
comfort in your surroundings and make meaningful friendships.

Aren’t we transgender people the true coming together, the melting pot,
the keystone of this great nation, as exemplified by our gathering here at
the Keystone Conference in our shared revolution of crossing between
borders and barriers? Thank you for being here, standing together.
With appreciation and solidarity,

Dr. Jeanine Ruhsam
Rev. Joanne Carroll
Kristy Snow
Co-Chairs, the Keystone Conference 2019

About TranCentralPA
TransCentralPA is committed to providing
advocacy and caring support for
transgender individuals, their significant
others, families, friends and allies.
TransCentralPA also provides gender education and information to businesses, organizations, educational institutions and
governmental agencies.

TransCentralPA Meetings

Our monthly gatherings provide a safe and
nurturing place for members and guests to
meet together to better understand, accept
and take pride & joy in their Transgendered
lives. Our meetings are held at 8:30 PM
(doors open approximately at 8:00 pm)
once a month at the Metropolitan Community Church of the Spirit located at 2973
Jefferson Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.

TransCentralPA Membership

Membership is open to all transgender and
non-binary individuals, their significant others and other persons who have a personal or professional interest in transgender
persons or in gender behavior and theory
(all individuals must be 18 years of age or
older). For more information about becoming a member, visit the Keystone Registration Desk.

Serving the Transgender Community of Central Pennsylvania since 1989

Thank You to Our Conference Sponsors!
Dr. Kathy Rumer

Hahnemann University Hospital

National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce

Penn State Hershey Medical Center

nglcc.com
202-234-9181
See ads on page 31

Caring for our community
faculty.med.psu.edu/resources/diversity/
(800) 243-1455
See ad on page 51

Dr. Sherman Leis

Dr. Toby Meltzer

Dr. Paul Glat

Everyday Beautiful

FTM Magazine

Alder Health Services

Facial Team

Dr. Michele Angello

Gender Confirmation Center

The Breast Form Store

Rumer Cosmetic Surgery
rumergendersurgery.com
855-782-5665
See ads on pages 9, 34, 35, 53, 59, and Back Cover

Philadelphia Center for Transgender Surgery
thetransgendercenter.com
610-667-1888
See ads on page 49 and Inside Front Cover

M.D., F.A.C.S.
drglat.com
610-200-6657
See ad on page 41

High Quality Care
hahnemannhospital.com
215-762-7000
See ads on pages 34 & 35

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
tmeltzer.com
866-876-6329
See ad on page 32

Perfecting the Art of Being a Woman
ebtransforms.com
727-600 2249
See ad on page 36

Trans-Masculine Cultural Headquarters
ftmmagazine.com
contact@ftmmagazine.com
See ad on page 43

Facial Gender Confirmation Surgery
facialteam.eu
00 55 113 881 6797
See ad on page 29

by Dr. Scott Mosser
genderconfirmation.com
415-780-1515
See ad on page 15

Improving the health of LGBT Individuals
AlderHealth.org
717-233-7190
See ad on Inside Back Cover

Clinical Sexologist and Gender Specialist
micheleangello.com
(610) 917-8561
See ad on page 54

Breast forms for Crossdressers—Lowest Prices
thebreastformstore.com
877-634-7495
See ad on page 65

Lehigh Valley Renaissance

A Program of the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Center
renaissancelv.org
See ad on page 22
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2019 Important Information
Conference Admittance
Your name badge is required for admittance to all seminars, meals and events during the Keystone Conference. You will be asked to retrieve your name badge if
you forgot it. It is also a great way to introduce yourself to
others and get to know as many people as you can.
Keystone Conference Registration Desk Hours:
Wednesday

1:00 pm - 5:30 pm

Thursday

8:00 am - 5:30 pm

Friday

8:00 am - 5:30 pm

Saturday

8:00 am - 5:30 pm

Hungry?
Don’t lose your meal tickets! They are required to gain
access to the lunch and dinner events—no exceptions! If
you have special dietary restrictions, special meals must
be ordered in advance. Special dietary arrangements require a special ticket. Any questions or concerns please
contact the Keystone registration desk.
All luncheons are located in the Commonwealth Ballroom.
Evening Receptions
The Wednesday & Thursday receptions will be in the

Sheraton’s Dog & Pony Lounge. Friday’s reception is in
the Sheraton’s Vendor Area (Pennsylvania Ballroom). The
Saturday Keystone Gala reception is in the Sheraton’s
Assembly Area outside the Commonwealth Ballroom.
Evening Activity Tickets
For those of you who have signed up for our off-site evening activities, please keep these tickets with you. To ensure we have a seat reserved for you on the bus (and at
the restaurant) please have your tickets with you before
leaving the hotel on Wednesday, Thursday and/or Friday
night. Space is limited on the bus and at the restaurants
so you must have a ticket.
Special Note for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday night
restaurant patrons: Pay close attention to the departure
time of the casino or restaurant you are dining at—there
are multiple buses and multiple departure times. Please
be on-time for your bus to the casino or your restaurant!
Donate Your Unused Tickets
If you are not planning on using one of your meal or evening activity tickets, please drop it off at the registration
desk so someone else can benefit from it. There are several members of our community who could use a little extra help.
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Keystone Vendor Area
Don’t forget to visit our vendor area across from the Sheraton’s hotel lobby in the Pennsylvania Ballroom. The
vendor area is open Thursday and Saturday from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm. On Friday, the vendor area is open until 6:30
pm and is also the location of the Friday Reception.
Need Caffeine?
The Keystone sponsors and vendors offer complimentary
coffee in the Vendor Area during the morning.
Restrooms
The hotel has public restrooms on the third and first
floors. Please use the restroom that best suits your gender in an appropriate manner with respect for other occupants. Do not use public restrooms for undressing or
changing clothing. The restrooms on the first floor are
labeled as 'Gender Neutral' during the conference.
History Exhibit Sponsored by the LGBT Center of
Central Pennsylvania
Check out The Long Road to LGBTQ+ Equality history
exhibit, which chronicles the efforts that activists have
undertaken in Pennsylvania to achieve full equality for
LGBTQ+ people. With the lack of success in passing
statewide non-discrimination protections, activists have
been working for more than five decades to obtain these
protections one battle at a time, one municipality at a
time. The exhibit uses case studies of several cities and
townships to highlight not just the political struggles, but
the personal stories as well.
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Spouse/Significant Other Sanctuary
The "Spouse & Significant Other Sanctuary" is a refuge,
open Thursday and Friday from 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm in
Hemlock. Please, spouses and significant others of
transgender partners ONLY. It is a place where you, the
partner of a transgender person, can relax and speak
freely to others like you. Please join us in supporting each
other—together we find hope and help.
Continuing Education Workshops
This program is co-sponsored by Bryn Mawr College
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research. As
a CSWE accredited program, the Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research at Bryn Mawr College is a
pre-approved provider of continuing education for social
workers in Pennsylvania and many other states. You
must attend a minimum of two workshops to qualify for
credit. Announce at the registration desk that you are a
CE Registrant. You are required to complete and turn in a
Participant Workshop Evaluation form for each qualifying
workshop that you attend. All are welcome to attend
these workshops.
CE

Helping Hand
Nervous? Need a friend with a warm smile? If you are
feeling a bit faint-hearted, consider connecting with Keystone's Helping Hand program. These volunteers are
here to answer questions and help put aside any fears
you may have about facing the world as you take those
first steps out of the 'proverbial closet.' They are neither
babysitters nor guidance counselors, but rather friendly
faces with warm hearts that can help you with some good
advice. If this is your first time, we can imagine you are
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feeling extremely apprehensive, worried and nervous
about being out in a public setting. Our goal is to provide
a meaningful and enjoyable opportunity so that you will
feel comfortable. Please call 267-777-7301 or ask the
registration desk if you would like a helping hand.

Lost & Found
Please check the hotel’s front desk for lost & found. All
items turned into us at the Keystone registration desk are
subsequently turned in to the hotel where the item was
found.

Buses
Buses leave promptly from the front of the Sheraton at the
time stated in the program and on your ticket. We will
announce departures in the Sheraton’s hotel foyer as well
as in the Sheraton’s Dog & Pony Lounge. Please help us
present a positive image by tipping the bus drivers to our
destination as well as back to the hotel ($1 each way).

Vendor Area
The vendor area is located in the Pennsylvania Ballroom,
next to the Keystone Conference registration desk. On
Friday, the vendor area is open later to host the Keystone
Reception prior to catching the buses for dinner.
The vendor area is open:

PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED TO ENTER THE CASINO
(Note: the casino cares about the ID, not the photo).
Wednesday
5:15 pm

Dressbarn/Lancaster Brewery

6:15 pm

Note Bistro & Wine Bar

7:00 pm

Longhorn Steakhouse

Thursday
6:00 pm

Hollywood Casino/Penn National

6:15 pm

Rubicon

6:45 pm

Gilligan’s Bar & Grill

Friday
12:00 pm

Spouse/SO Luncheon

6:15 pm

Café Fresco

6:15 pm

Carley’s Ristorante

6:15 pm

Chars at Tracy Mansion

6:15 pm

Rubicon

6:15 pm

Firehouse

7:00 pm

1700 Steakhouse

7:00 pm

Lancaster Brewery

7:00 pm

Stock’s on Second

Keystone Co-Events
Keystone Co-Events are not directly associated with the
Keystone Conference, but are activities/events hosted by
trusted organizations, businesses and people who are
extending a special invitation to all Keystone participants. These are color coded as brown in the schedule.
Smoking
The hotel is a non-smoking facility. All smoking must be
done outdoors in designated areas. The hotel by law can
impose fines for infractions.

Thursday

8:30 am - 5:30 pm

Friday

8:30 am - 6:30 pm

Saturday

8:30 am - 4:00 pm

Free Coffee
Our sponsors and vendors offer complimentarily coffee in
the vendor area towards the back of the room. Please
stop by for a cup and a visit!
Personal Conduct & Appearance
Participants are expected to dress appropriately for public
gathering. Please use discretion and remember that you
are representing our community. Formal, semi-formal
and business attire are appropriate for Saturday’s Keystone Gala. Individuals who are disruptive, disorderly or
display what the Keystone Conference Management considers negative images of transgender and gender expansive people at Keystone outings and events may be
asked to leave, with no refunds forthcoming. Anyone
asked to leave by the hotel security will also be banned
from the conference. Please be mindful of the effects of
alcohol and drink wisely. Above all, remember: you are a
representative of the Trans community, so be a kind, polite and respectful one. Please be courteous of other
guests in the hotel.
Photo Policy
Before taking any photos, permission of anyone you may
capture on film or video tape including those in the background must be obtained. Please respect those who do
not desire to have their picture taken. No photos during
presentations without the consent of the presenter.

ATM
An ATM is located in the Sheraton’s hotel gift shop which
is next to the hotel’s registration desk.
Dog & Pony Coupons
Stop by the registration desk to pick up coupons worth
10% off of all food at the Dog & Pony Restaurant.
Workshop & Event Locations
The 3rd floor is the main floor of the hotel and is where
the hotel front lobby, bar, restaurant, Pennsylvania Ballroom (Vendor Area), Day Room (photographer) and the
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Commonwealth Ballroom (meals) are located. The Dog &
Pony is the hotel’s restaurant, lounge and private dining
room—all are located adjacently. Note that several activities are scheduled in these various areas of the Dog &
Pony. Workshops located in Salon A, B and C are located adjacent to the Commonwealth Ballroom on the third
floor. On the 1st floor, you will find the back entrance to
the hotel and majority of the workshops on all three days.
On the 2nd floor is the hotel pool and fitness center.

Any Problems?
If you have any problems with another conference attendee, hotel guest, hotel staff or anyone on the property
or any other problem at all, contact the conference management staff—they wear the red name badges so you
can find them easily. Please allow the conference staff to
resolve any problems.

How to Read the Schedule
Day & Time of Event

Room Name/Location

Thursday 9:00 am
Where Are You Going and How Will You Know When You Get There?
Alexis Lake

CE

Birch

An interactive workshop that will explore the range of answers to the question "What is your destination? Male? Female? Trans? Other? How
and why did you decide that? Do you have a course laid out? How fast or slow will you go? When will you arrive, and how will you know you
are there? Who have been your role models both positive and negative? Will you enjoy the journey? What is right for YOU? Let’s talk!

Workshop Title &
Presenter Names

Workshop
Description

Continuing Education Workshop

Index to Ads in the Program Book
ACLU - Pennsylvania

18

Makeovers with Elizabeth Taylor

25

MCC of the Spirit

63

Alder Health

Back Inside

Amy Keisling

52

Dr. Michele Angello

54

Ashley Mahdavi

19

New York Coming Out

39

The Breast Form Store

65
28

National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce (NGLCC)

31

Carriage House Boutique
Donna's Hair Studio and Spa

3

Dr. Paul Glatt, MD

41

DressTech

66

Penn State Hershey Medical Center

51

Everyday Beautiful

36

Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape

57

Facial Team

29

Philadelphia Center for Transgender
Surgery

49
Front Inside

FTM Magazine

43

Precision Hair Removal & Skin Care

47

Gender Confirmation Center

15

Prism Consulting Services, Ltd.

56

Rejuvenate Me

27

Hahnemann Hospital

34, 35

Just You

38

Keystone Business Alliance

20

Lake Therapy, LLC

45

Dr. Toby Meltzer, MD

Lehigh Valley Renaissance

23

TransCentralPA

LGBT Center of Central Pennsylvania

6

4, 11

Rumer Cosmetic Surgery

Vanity Club
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9, 34, 35, 53, 59
Back Cover
32
1, 48
13

Sheraton Hotel Layout—3rd Floor (Main Level)

Hotel Lobby
Registration Desk
Vendor Area
Dog & Pony Restaurant
Commonwealth Ballroom
Pennsylvania Ballroom
(Vendor Area)

Day Room
Assembly Area

Salon C

Salon B

Salon D

Elevators

Salon A

Salon E

Sheraton Hotel Layout—1st Floor

Ash

Chestnut

Birch

Dogwood

Elevators

Lower Level (First Floor)—Conference Workshop Rooms & Provider Rooms

Hemlock

Fir

Elm

Restroom

Restroom
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Wednesday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

Carriage House
Boutique

Elm/Fir

Debutante Outing—Nail Salon

Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Debutante Outing—Shopping

Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

10:00 am
Tea Time with Jenny
12:00 PM
Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment

1:30 pm

5:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. Meeting

Sibil G.

Pre Kick-off Dinners Meet & Greet

Ash
Dog & Pony Lounge

5:15 pm
Shopping at Dressbarn/Kick-off Dinner at Lancaster Brewery

Jenny Jensen
Coleen O’Donnell

Front Lobby

Kristy Snow

Front Lobby

Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

Indian Summer Jars

Dog & Pony Lounge

6:15 pm
Kick-off Dinner at .Note Bistro and Wine Bar

7:00 pm
Kick-off Dinner at Longhorn Steakhouse

8:00 pm
Musical Entertainment in the Dog & Pony Lounge

Wednesday 10:00 AM
Tea Time with Jenny
Hosted by Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

For those of you that are attending the Keystone Conference for the first time or feel you need a little moral support, join Jenny Jensen as she hosts
'Tea Time with Jenny.' It’s an informal gathering of first timers, newcomers and anxious attendees in a comfortable and discreet setting. It’s an opportunity for those that are unsure of themselves and want to start off their Keystone experience on a good footing, learn a little more about the conference and how it can help them.
We can also provide you with a Big Sister or Big Brother to help you get through the apprehension, worry and nervousness you might be feeling attending the Conference. For more information and to sign up for 'Tea Time with Jenny' contact Jenny at HelpingHand@Keystone-Conference.org to
start your Keystone Conference off on a positive and enjoyable note. 'Tea Time with Jenny' starts each morning at 10 am in the Dog and Pony
Lounge.

Wednesday 12:00 PM
Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment
Sponsored by Carriage House Boutique

Elm/Fir

Do you have gently-used clothes or shoes in good condition that you would like to give away, donate or sell for a good cause? Then come participate
at our first ever Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment. You may either donate your unwanted items or you can choose to consign your items-all of which will be made available to other attendees. The clothing exchange will be held Wednesday from noon until 5 pm and Thursday from 9 am to
5 pm in the Elm/Fir workshop rooms on the first floor. This event is being sponsored by Carriage House Boutique whose wonderful staff will be present
to help attendees find those perfect items.
Also, you do not need to bring anything to 'swap.' All attendees are welcome to browse and take items (or purchase consigned items) at the clothing
exchange. Dressing rooms are available. Items maybe dropped off at anytime during the hours mentioned. Hangers would be appreciated. Items remaining at the end of the swap will be donated to local LGBTQ organizations such as Alder Health Services, a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization offering high quality healthcare and related services for the LGBTQ community of South Central Pennsylvania. Alder Health operates central Pennsylvania's only free clothing exchange for transgender and non-binary individuals. Cash donations are welcome, too!
So please, DON'T UNDERPACK FOR KEYSTONE and help your brothers and sisters in our community!
Note: All consigned items must be picked up by 5 pm on Thursday or will be considered donated.
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Wednesday 1:30 PM
Debutante Outing - Nail Salon
Hosted by Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Looking to get your nails done but are a little nervous to go alone? Join our Big Sisters on a Debutante Outing to the local nail salon behind the hotel.

Debutante Outing - Shopping
Hosted by Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Looking to do a little shopping or get your nails done but ae a little nervous to go alone? Join our Big Sisters on a Debutante Outing to local stores and
shops. They can help you achieve your 'look' and help alleviate any jitters and apprehensions about being out in public. So if you want to get serious
about your appearance and learn some of the tricks of the trade come join our Big Sisters.

Wednesday 5:00 PM
Pre Kick-off Dinners Meet & Greet

Dog & Pony Lounge

Gather in the Sheraton's Dog & Pony Lounge for some social time before we head out to the various kick-off restaurants. Pay special attention to your
bus departure times. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Hosted by Sibil G.

Ash

This meeting welcomes those who think they have a problem with alcohol and/or any other substance, and will be based on the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help
others to recover. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy; neither
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help others to achieve sobriety.

Wednesday 5:15 PM
Shopping at Dressbarn/Kick-off Dinner at Lancaster Brewery
Hosted by Jenny Jensen & Coleen O'Donnell

Front Lobby

Join Jenny and Coleen for a shopping trip to Dressbarn at the Hershey Outlet Stores then dinner at Lancaster Brewery. The welcoming Dress Barn
staff is excited to assist you in finding your proper size and style as well as answer any questions that you may have. Afterward, the bus will take you to
dinner at the Lancaster Brewery. The Lancaster Brewery specializes in fresh, local and sustainable grown products including house-made sausage
and cured meats, locally made cheeses, hand-cut fries and signature burger grind. This is an exclusive event and space is limited so you must sign up
for this event during registration! Prices range from $15 to $30. Dinner at individual's expense.
Bus leaves the hotel lobby promptly at 5:15 pm. Don’t forget your bus ticket!

Wednesday 6:15 PM
Kick-off Dinner at .Note Bistro and Wine Bar
Hosted by Kristy Snow

Front Lobby

.Note Bistro & Winebar, located in the heart of midtown Harrisburg, is a 1910 Victorian home that has been repurposed into a warm and inviting establishment. Owners Ruth Prall and Michael Giblin strive to make note. a comfortable “neighborhood” gathering place for local residents. .Note features a
menu that pairs European inspired cuisine with a modern flair with an interesting and eclectic (and growing!) wine list. Chef Emi Starr oversees a seasonal menu that spotlights local ingredients for her signature menu dishes, as well as inspired and creative daily specials. Dinner is at the individual's
expense.
Bus leaves the hotel lobby promptly at 6:15 pm. Don’t forget your bus ticket!

Wednesday 7:00 PM
Kick-off Dinner at Longhorn Steakhouse
Hosted by Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

Join us for the Late Kick-off Dinner at Longhorn Steakhouse. Longhorn Steakhouse is best known for serving various kinds of steak, including its "Flo's
Filet". In addition to steak, the menu also includes ribs, chicken, salmon, lobster, shrimp, and salads. Appetizers include their "Texas Tonion" and "Wild
West Shrimp"; and side dishes are also served. The restaurant offers a full bar with draft and bottled beer, wine, and several signature margaritas.
Dinner is at the individual's expense.
Bus leaves the hotel lobby promptly at 7:00 pm. Don’t forget your bus ticket!
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Wednesday 8:00 PM
Musical Entertainment in the Dog & Pony Lounge
Indian Summer Jars

Dog & Pony Lounge

Indian Summer Jars creates a sound that is unique and upbeat, dynamic and bold. Expect high energy performances with harmonies and vocals reminiscent of Indigo Girls and Natalie Merchant. With creative guitar tunings and strong, earthy rhythms, ISJ brings you uplifting songs inspired by travel,
discovery, growth and transformation. There is no doubt this music will stir your soul! Visit their website at www.ISJband.com and Facebook
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Thursday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment

Carriage House
Boutique

Elm/Fir

Transgender Personalities in History (from the 15th Century through the 1860s

Melissa Morton

Birch

9:00 am

That Ain’t Christian!

Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dogwood

Body and Brain Yoga

Emelda Nim

Hemlock

Expectations (Spouse & Significant Others Only)

Alexis Lake

Salon C

Amy Keisling

Salon D

Brittney Minor
Natalie Rosario

Salon E

Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

Maryellen Madden

Birch

How Do I Take Care of Me Without Forgetting About You?
Mastering the Art of Contouring and Highlighting

10:00 am
Tea Time with Jenny

10:30 am
A Brief History of Transgender Issues—How We Got Where We Are
Coming Out: Family, Friends, and at Work as a Professional

Holly Evans

Chestnut

Creating Age Inclusive Moments

Terri Clark

Dogwood

Telling Your Children

Alexis Lake

Salon C

Liz Leen

Salon D

Brittney Minor
Natalie Rosario

Salon E

Andy Marra

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Debutante Outing—Nail Salon

Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Debutante Outing—Shopping

Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Health Insurance and Trans* Related Health Care
Exquisite Eyes

12:00 pm
Thursday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Andy Marra

1:30 pm

2:00 pm
Improving Transgender Older Adults Health Access Through Care Planning
Transgender Personalities in History (from the 1860s to the Present Day)
Gender Dysphoria & Transgender: A Short Primer to Understanding Sex, Sexuality and Gender Identity
Wig Selection and Maintenance
Navigating the Legal Name Change Process in Pennsylvania
Relationship Priorities—Languaging and Negotiation: An Approach to Keeping the Relationship Together
While Transitioning
T-gurl Talk: Life Post-Op

Terri Clark

Ash

Melissa Morton

Birch

Randi Sue Potter

Chestnut

Donna Miller

Dogwood

Thomas Ude
Brenda Klitsch

Salon C

Dr. Judith Bienvenu
Susan Bienvenu

Salon D

Debra Soshoux

Salon E

3:30 pm
SO Sanctuary

Hemlock

Hiding in Plain Sight—Poetry of Transition
Key Items to Start Any Wardrobe
Did Your Online Data Already Out You?
Relationships within the Context of Gender and Sexuality

N. Catherine Glenn

Ash

Lindsey Taub

Birch

Stephanie Anne
Jeffries

Chestnut

Dr. Gennifer Herley

Dogwood

What to Expect after Gender Affirming Surgery

Shannon
Whittington

Salon D

Making the Most of Part-Time Womanhood

Sally Stone

Salon E
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Thursday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

5:00 pm
Thursday Reception

Dog & Pony Lounge

Friends of Bill W. Meeting

Sibil G.

Ash

Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

TransCentralPA
Sheraton Hotel

Assembly Area

DeeDee Allen
Coleen O’Donnell

Front Lobby

Jenny Jensen

Salon B

Mason Luke

Front Lobby

Mr. B

Dog & Pony Lounge

DJ Ray Smith

Salon C, D, E

6:00 pm
Hollywood Casino & Penn National Race Track
Keystone Business Alliance Mixer

6:15 pm
Dinner at Rubicon

6:30 pm
Keystone Bingo!

6:45 pm
Dinner at Gilligan’s Bar & Grill

8:30 pm
Karaoke in the Dog & Pony Lounge
Keystone Dance Party
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Thursday 9:00 AM
Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment
Sponsored by Carriage House Boutique

Elm/Fir

Do you have gently-used clothes or shoes in good condition that you would like to give away, donate or sell for a good cause? Then come participate
at our first ever Keystone Clothing Exchange and Consignment. You may either donate your unwanted items or you can choose to consign your items-all of which will be made available to other attendees. The clothing exchange will be held Wednesday from noon until 5 pm and Thursday from 9 am to
5 pm in the Elm/Fir workshop rooms on the first floor. This event is being sponsored by Carriage House Boutique whose wonderful staff will be present
to help attendees find those perfect items.
Also, you do not need to bring anything to 'swap.' All attendees are welcome to browse and take items (or purchase consigned items) at the clothing
exchange. Dressing rooms are available. Items maybe dropped off at anytime during the hours mentioned. Hangers would be appreciated.
Items remaining at the end of the swap will be donated to local LGBTQ organizations such as Alder Health Services, a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization offering high quality healthcare and related services for the LGBTQ community of South Central Pennsylvania. Alder Health operates central
Pennsylvania's only free clothing exchange for transgender and non-binary individuals. Cash donations are welcome, too!
So please, DON'T UNDERPACK FOR KEYSTONE and help your brothers and sisters in our community!
Note: All consigned items must be picked up by 5 pm on Thursday or will be considered donated.

Transgender Personalities in History (from the 15th Century through the 1860s)
Melissa Morton

Birch

Since humankind began to define the boundaries of gender behavior, there have been people who have defied or crossed over those boundaries.
Hear about some of these individuals, from the 15th century through the 1860s. Some of them were male to female, others of them were female to
male. Some of them lived as transgender for most of their lives, others for only brief but significant periods in their lives. The deeds of some of these
people have inspired books, plays, movies, and even operas. All of them left a legacy of some sort. Although this seminar has been presented before,
the roster of historical figures and their stories are new. Brief biographies of each individual profiled are available upon request.

That Ain't Christian!
Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dogwood

Today, many on the far right of the political spectrum as well as many within the "evangelical" Christian community are claiming that the actions to end
discrimination against marginalized communities violate their religious freedom. This seminar will provide the attendee with an introduction to the following: 1. Did the "Founding Fathers" create a democracy or a theocracy? 2. What should religious freedom really look like. 3. How the evangelicals
get it wrong. 4. Do LGBTQ persons of faith have any available options to practice their faith? 5. Taking action to prevent religious persecution.

Body and Brain Yoga
Emelda Nim

Hemlock

This class will concentrate on light stretching, proper breathing, meditation, relaxation and an introduction to Tai Chi. Loose and comfortable clothing
such as Yoga pants, sweat pants, T-shirt and socks are needed, Shorts are not recommended. The class will slowly progress from simple stretching to
prepare for further exercise, instruction on proper breathing and explanation why proper breathing is important everyday. You'll be taught ways to relax
and meditate for everyday life, and accumulation of energy. Introduction to Tai Chi to show further ways to relax and focusing on rebalancing your
body.

Expectations (Spouses & Significant Others Only)
Alexis Lake

CE

Salon C

This workshop will discuss how to develop and set expectations not only for the conference, but also in your relationships. It's an opportunity to bounce
your ideas off of others with similar circumstances. Come share your concerns and ideas in the privacy of other spouses and SOs with therapist Alexis
Lake. This workshop is open only to spouses and significant others of transgender/GQ individuals.

How Do I Take Care of Me Without Forgetting About You?
Amy Keisling

CE

Salon D

The trans journey requires a tremendous amount of self-focus in order to navigate its twists and turns. Your relationships with friends and loved ones
can ease the pain of traveling this path alone, but sometimes it can be hard to remember to nurture these connections. This workshop will focus on
exploring the challenges participants have faced in navigating relationships during the trans journey.

Mastering the Art of Contouring and Highlighting
Brittney Minor & Natalie Rosario

Salon E

Highlighting and contouring don't necessarily come natural. It can be intimidating trying to apply powders and creams several shades darker and lighter
than you skin tone in hopes of enhancing, or de-emphasizing, your facial features. There's often a fine line between creating a natural-looking shadow
effect as opposed to looking like you have tried painting an entirely new face with dirt smudges. Certified MAC Makeup Artist Brittney will explain how
to feminize the face through contouring and highlighting. She will discuss how to identify your skin tone and face shape, the tools used in contouring,
techniques in applying color correctors, concealer, foundation, powder and blush; and most importantly, what and what not to highlight.
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Thursday 10:00 AM
Tea Time with Jenny
Hosted by Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

For those of you that are attending the Keystone Conference for the first time or feel you need a little moral support, join Jenny Jensen as she hosts
'Tea Time with Jenny.' It’s an informal gathering of first timers, newcomers and anxious attendees in a comfortable and discreet setting. It’s an opportunity for those that are unsure of themselves and want to start off their Keystone experience on a good footing, learn a little more about the conference and how it can help them.
We can also provide you with a Big Sister or Big Brother to help you get through the apprehension, worry and nervousness you might be feeling attending the Conference. For more information and to sign up for 'Tea Time with Jenny' contact Jenny at HelpingHand@Keystone-Conference.org to
start your Keystone Conference off on a positive and enjoyable note. 'Tea Time with Jenny' starts each morning at 10 am in the Dog and Pony
Lounge.

Thursday 10:30 AM
A Brief History of Transgender Issues-How We Got Where We Are
Maryellen Madden

Birch

This workshop addresses transgender history from a variety of perspectives starting with the vocabulary we use to describe and distinguish the
transgender community. A discussion of the legal landscape over time provides a backdrop for the changing response of transgendered persons to
institutional repression. The historical record covered includes the Civil War, the era of cross-dressing balls, the Pansy Era, the riots at Cooper Donuts
and Compton Cafeteria, the sit-in at Deweys and then the response to the police raid at Stonewall. Substantial attention is paid to the difficulties the
transgender community encountered gaining acceptance from the LGB portions of the rainbow, including the exclusion of transgendered persons from
ENDA and the impact of Janice Raymond's writings and the exclusion that ensued at West Coast music venues and the Michigan Musicfest, and that
continues today. Hypotheses are offered for how these impasses were and are being overcome. How the historical record differs for people of color is
addressed in a number of perspectives. A substantial discussion is anticipated over the role of physicians in the emergence of transgendered persons,
including the pivotal role of Johns Hopkins and how the void was filled when Hopkins withdrew. The emergence of trans-specific advocacy organizations and scientific advances in gender identity (beginning with Herschfeld) will be discussed as time allows.

Coming Out: Family, Friends, and at Work as a Professional
Holly Evans

Chestnut

As attendee's at the Keystone Conference we are all at various stages of understanding and acceptance of who we are. Some are just beginning their
journey and are here taking it all in, while others have been traveling along for several or even many years and are hear re-connecting with friends,
gathering additional information on a specific topic of interest, or learning of the latest surgical procedure to help us as bring our bodies in line with our
minds as we struggle with our dysphoria. Deciding who you wish to share your journey with, and how, or weather you wish to transition but are fearful
of the consequences, occupies our minds and often time our every thought. How do I tell my Spouse, My family, my friends. What about the people I
work with. My boss or my clients, In my case, my staff and the various corporations and government agencies I work with every day. What about my
job? Who you tell and when, as well as how you tell your story can greatly affect the outcome. There is no one way, and there is no guarantees, but
how you approach this decision and how you choose to share your story with others can greatly affect the outcome and the end results. Understanding
who your audience is, and if you believe they may be supportive or not is important. Building a support team around you and having a plan is equally
important, because once the Genie is out of the bottle there is no putting it back.
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Thursday 10:30 AM (continued)
Creating Age Inclusive Movements
Terri Clark

Dogwood

Trans older adults are often overlooked by their fellow sexual and gender minority communities, and their voices and contributions must be raised in
our political movements. SAGE's National Resource Center on LGBT Aging has released a guide to improve an LGBT organization's capacity to engage and serve LGBT older adults. This presentation will use this resource and provide concrete suggestions for engaging our LGBT older adults, with
a focus on trans aging. We will begin with an introductory discussion of aging and ageism and then examine a set of suggestions for age inclusion
drawn from SAGE's work. Participants will gain suggestions for programming and events for transgender older adults, effective outreach strategies,
and methods for combating ageism.

Telling Your Children
Alexis Lake

CE

Salon C

There are many factors to consider in coming out to your children as a transgender parent. First, do they need to know at all, if you are not publicly
transitioning? Of course, there are the how, when, what, and where issues, not to mention the developmental level of the kids in question, and the
knowledge/support of their other parent. These factors will all be addressed in this workshop. Let's talk about your level of comfort with yourself and
your existing relationships with your children. What are your goals? What do you want them to feel and to understand about this part of you? How can
you help them to feel safe and loved through this transition in your family? We will go over some basic recommendations to keep in mind, but also
invite you to ask your own questions and share your personal experiences with telling your children - your fears, successes, disasters, and everything
in between. Please join us for this discussion. I can't tell you how to deal with your children, but I'm sure that listening to others' ideas will be helpful.

Health Insurance and Trans* Related Health Care
Liz Leen

CE

Salon D

Navigating health insurance is difficult for anyone and having specific needs can be confusing. This workshop will address some of the questions regarding health insurance and Trans* health related needs.
· How do I find out what is and what is not covered by insurance without outing myself at my job?
· What gets disclosed to my insurance company if I am transitioning or planning to transition (both medical and psychological)?
· Are there any possibility of repercussions?
· Are hormones covered by most insurance?
· What documentation do insurance companies require?
· How does the process work?

Exquisite Eyes
Brittney Minor & Natalie Rosario

Salon E

Learning to use eye makeup is no easy task, even for seasoned divas. And there is no shame in admitting that! From picking the right shades to angling your brushes, it's easy to get confused about the best ways to make your eyes pop. Certified MAC Makeup Artist Brittney will offer techniques on
how to apply make-up correctly so as to give your face a pretty polish for an interview or sultry drama for a fun night out. She will discuss eye shapes
and contouring, benefits of using primers, color palette selection, and proper application of eyeliner and mascara to achieve the 'perfect' eye makeup
look for you. So come learn how to master the best techniques for those Exquisite Eyes!

Thursday 12:00 PM
Thursday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Andy Marra

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Andy Marra is executive director of the Transgender Legal Defense & Education Fund (TLDEF). Prior to TLDEF, she spent five years leading external
communications at the Arcus Foundation; managed public relations at GLSEN, a national organization focused on LGBTQ issues in K-12 education;
was co-director at Nodutdol for Korean Community Development; and served as a senior media strategist at GLAAD. Andy currently serves on two
boards including Freedom for All Americans and Just Detention International. She has previously served on the boards and advisory councils of Chinese for Affirmative Action, the Funding Exchange, Human Rights Campaign, and the National Center for Transgender Equality. Andy has been honored by the White House and the City of New York for her contributions to the LGBTQ community, profiled in The Advocate’s “Forty Under 40,” and
listed as one of The Huffington Post’s “Most Compelling LGBT People.” She is also a past recipient of the GLSEN Pathfinder Award, the National
LGBTQ Task Force Creating Change Award, NQAPIA Community Catalyst Award, and the Colin Higgins Foundation Courage Award.

Thursday 1:30 PM
Debutante Outing - Nail Salon
Hosted by Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Looking to get your nails done but are a little nervous to go alone? Join our Big Sisters on a Debutante Outing to the local nail salon behind the hotel.

Debutante Outing - Shopping
Hosted by Debutante Sisters

Front Lobby

Looking to do a little shopping but a4e a little nervous to go alone? Join our Big Sisters on a Debutante Outing to local stores and shops. They can help
you achieve your 'look' and help alleviate any jitters and apprehensions about being out in public. So if you want to get serious about your appearance
and learn some of the tricks of the trade come join our Big Sisters.
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Thursday 2:00 PM
Improving Transgender Older Adults Health Access Through Care Planning
Terri Clark

CE

Ash

Trans older adults are less likely to have children and more likely to live alone. When a medical crisis occurs, if adequate planning is not in place to
support the patient, the results can be a costly reliance on paid caregivers and early institutionalization. This increases the risk of poverty, falling into
economic insecurity, and poor health outcomes. During this session, attendees will engage in interactive care planning exercises where they will learn
the components of creating a care plan and support network for medical procedures. Attendees will receive their own care planning workbook.

Transgender Personalities in History (from the 1860s to the Present Day)
Melissa Morton

Birch

Since humankind began to define the boundaries of gender behavior, there have been people who have defied or crossed over those boundaries.
Hear about some of these individuals, from the 1860s to the 21st century. Some of them were male to female, others of them were female to male.
Some of them lived as transgender for most of their lives, others for only brief but significant periods in their lives. The deeds of some of these people
have inspired books, plays, movies, and even operas. All of them left a legacy of some sort. Although this seminar has been presented before, the
roster of historical figures Melissa talks about changes each time out. Brief biographies of each individual profiled are available upon request.

Gender Dysphoria & Transgender: A Short Primer to Understanding Sex, Sexuality and Gender Identity
Randi Sue Potter

Chestnut

Whether you are transgender, think you might be transgender, or know someone who is transgender, the terms and descriptions can be confusing. We
will make sense out of the terms sex, sexuality, and gender, including many gender expressions, learn what part chromosomes, genes, drugs (both
prescribed and non-prescribed) and our brain have in this process - to help us each understand ourselves, and why we think and feel the way we do.
Attendees will receive a copy of the booklet "Gender Dysphoria & Transgender: A Short Primer to Understanding Sex, Sexuality and Gender Identity".

Wigs Selection and Maintenance
Donna Miller

Dogwood

Donna will show you the proper ways to select a wig that compliments everything about you and your lifestyle. You'll learn about wig maintenance to
make your wigs always look their best and last longer. She will show you how to create different looks for all your life needs. She'll be looking for models, so come on in and have some fun while you learn many things that will help you achieve your goals.

Navigating the Legal Name Change Process in Pennsylvania
Thomas Ude & Brenda Klitsch

Salon C

A legal name change affirms identity, and improves safety and security. To obtain a legal name change in Pennsylvania, an applicant must submit a
petition to the court. This workshop will review the steps in the court’s process, explain what one will need to begin and complete that process, and
provide information about assistance that is available.

Relationship Priorities – Languaging and Negotiation: An Approach to Keeping the Relationship
Together While Transitioning
Dr. Judith Bienvenu & Susan Bienvenu

Salon D
CE

Discussions often focus on the needs of the transitioning transgender individual, somewhat exclusive to the needs of the relationship with a partner.
This course will turn the focus to the relationship between the transgender person and their spouse. Transition is a very difficult time for a couple, and
frequently leads to the loss of the relationship. We do not believe this has to be the inevitable outcome, and hope to offer our experiences in the hope
that others can find them useful. We discuss aspects such as “couples transition,” and skills in languaging and negotiation. These approaches are
proven techniques in couples counseling, and have helped us tremendously in our journey through Jude’s transition. Come join us for discussions and
exercises that can help bring a new understanding to the power of language and negotiation.

T-gurl Talk: Life Post-Op
Debra Soshoux

Salon E

Okay, you just traded-in your old clunker stick-shift for a top-of-the-line automatic with right-hand drive. Yes, your dealer told you to change the oil regularly but he didn’t give you an owner’s manual! So... how does it work? What is life like after SRS? Is it the way we imagined or did a wrong turn drop
you in a blind alley? We’ll let our hair down and candidly share our post-op fantasies and lives. With apologies to male-identifying persons, this one's
strictly for the girls--pre and post-op.

Sponsored by
Amanda Richards of
True Colors TG Makeup Artistry
Thursday at 6:30 pm in Salon C
“A Celebration of Gender Diversity”
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Thursday 3:30 PM
SO Sanctuary

Hemlock

The "Spouse & Significant Other Sanctuary" is a refuge, open from 3:30 to 5:00 pm for all spouses and significant others of transgender partners ONLY. It is a place where you, the partner of a transgender person, can relax and speak freely to other spouses and significant others.
Our sanctuary leaders are there to offer their shoulder, support, encouragement and to stand with you. Please join us in supporting each other--there is
hope and help, together.

Hiding in Plain Sight - Poetry of Transition
N. Catherine Glenn

Ash

Who do you talk to - or scream to - when you are alone? How do you do this when you desperately want to share something about yourself that you
are absolutely not permitted to share? While many have turned to journaling, I turned to poetry and took my words public. Learn how poetry helped me
voice some difficult admissions to myself, privately scream about what I saw in the world around me and acted as a springboard to conversation when I
have come out to friends. In addition to a reading and discussion of several of my poems, audience members will be encouraged to share a short poem they have composed.

Key Items to Start Any Wardrobe
Lindsey Taub

Birch

A working wardrobe is a collection of a few essential items of clothing that flatters you, won’t go out of fashion, and can be updated with seasonal pieces. Whether you’re wondering how to build a cohesive wardrobe or would like to add cohesive pieces, I’d like to help. Staple items offer clean lines,
versatility, and may be worn multiple times in a week – WITHOUT ANYONE NOTICING! In this interactive workshop you will learn what are some of
the key pieces and how to wear them with confidence. We will discuss the nuances of patterns versus solids, accessories from scarves to belts, and
anything in between!

Did Your Online Data Already Out You?
Stephanie Anne Jeffries

Chestnut

Every day, you read about data breaches, hacks of personal information, and stolen identities. These recurring, frightening facts of modern life are
especially alarming to trans people - many of whom have strong and deeply personal reasons to tightly-control their online identity. These days, your
identity online is entirely comprised of data - even images and sounds are data. But your data is already far-flung around the internet and probably out
of your control. And if you're in stealth mode, concerned about being unintentionally outed, actively redefining yourself, or simply worried about what
you might lose if hacked, then your head is probably spinning right now. [ kisses your forehead ] Attend this session for a sister's expert guidance on
keeping your online identity safe, controlled and consistent - so that you alone can manage how out your trans identity is. The content is ideal for anyone who wishes to maintain the privacy of their identity - but will be particularly useful to anyone who needs to keep their trans and non-trans identities
separated online (or shut down one or the other). We'll review several scenarios for (and principles of) maintaining privacy of identity. Then, we'll dive
straight into the different ways and places that your data is held – with organized and actionable tips on taking full control of your identity (or identities)
online. Throughout the program, sharing of audience insights and participation are warmly welcomed but not expected. (This session will precede a
workshop where we’ll act upon these tips together in real-time).

Relationships within the Context of Gender and Sexuality
Dr. Gennifer Herley

Dogwood

This Group participatory workshop will explore the feelings of anyone in the Trans Community who has or would like to integrate their identity and sexuality with their spouse, girlfriend and or significant other. Regardless of your unique situation whether you are full-time, part-time, have realized your
identity early or late. Whether, you consider yourself to be transgender, MTF, FTM, Non Binary, crossdresser, genderfluid or other. Whether, you sexually identify as straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer or other. As a group let’s hear each other’s stories so that may learn from one another. There are
always similarities and differences from where we come from. Hopefully by sharing stories you will discover where you are going and where you would
like to be in your current or future relationship. So come share your story in this workshop and let’s find some strategies and new ways to communicate
in the relationship you are in or would like to be in.
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What To Expect After Gender Affirming Surgery
Shannon Whittington

Salon D

In this interactive and energetic presentation Shannon describes the challenges of coming home with new or different body parts. Designed for health
care professionals in general, but also applicable to anyone who is considering gender affirming surgery, this presentation covers all the basics of what
to expect once surgery is completed. Shannon provides the challenges and possible complications but also the triumphs of a successful surgical intervention. The audience leaves with a clear understanding of reasonable clinical expectations of gender affirmation surgery.

Making the Most of Part-Time Womanhood
Sally Stone

Salon E

For those of us who don’t necessarily subscribe to the concept of a gender binary, or who simply aren’t in a position to transition, this discussion will
offer ideas and concepts to help us make the most out of being part-time women. This seminar is for trans women, like myself, who choose to live only
part of their lives as women. Our discussion will delve into the challenges we face as part-time women and offer possible solutions to help us overcome
many of those challenges. Particularly, we will focus on the best ways to achieve true, feminine self-expression. Topics will include dress, style,
presentation, self-confidence, and achieving balance. I plan to use my own experiences as the catalyst for discussion, but hope to generate considerable input from audience participation. My intent is show others that we can live fulfilling, feminine lives, even if only doing it part of the time.

Thursday 5:00 PM
Thursday Reception

Dog & Pony Lounge

Gather in the Sheraton's Dog & Pony Lounge for some social time!

Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Hosted by Sibil G.

Ash

This meeting welcomes those who think they have a problem with alcohol and/or any other substance, and will be based on the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help
others to recover. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy; neither
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help others to achieve sobriety.
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Thursday 6:00 PM
Hollywood Casino & Penn National Race Track
Hosted by Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

Dining at Hollywood is always a special experience. They offer a variety of choices, each with its own special flair, unique flavors, and the kind of redcarpet service you deserve. Take a look at the following page to see what they’ve got and get a taste of Hollywood. Hollywood Casino features over
2,450 reel, video slot and video poker machines ranging from one penny to $100, with all the hottest games currently available. And with over 50 table
games and 16 poker tables, Hollywood Casino has a game for everyone.

Don't forget your bus ticket and a photo ID!

The casino will check to see that you have an ID--not what the picture looks like!

Keystone Business Alliance Mixer
Hosted by TCPA & Sheraton

Assembly Area

The Sheraton Hotel and TransCentralPA, host of the Keystone Conference, are active members of the Keystone Business Alliance and for the past
several years have hosted a joint-mixer for the Keystone Business Alliance and Keystone attendees. The members of the Keystone Business Alliance
have strongly supported the Keystone Conference since it's inception and look forward to the opportunity to meet the attendees of Keystone. So come
join us, the Sheraton staff and the Keystone Business Alliance for libations, tasty hors d'oeuvres and friendship!

Thursday 6:15 PM
Dinner at Rubicon
Hosted by DeeDee Allen & Coleen O’Donnell

Front Lobby

Located in downtown Harrisburg’s restaurant district, Rubicon looks out onto The State Capital Building and is a playfully French inspired, bar-centric
restaurant, offering honest, epicurean fare. Committed to honoring our local community and growers, their menu offers L’hamburger with Pommes
Frites to Boeuf Bourguignon (Braised Boneless Short Ribs) with entrée prices ranging from $14 - $26. In addition, the beautiful bar at Rubicon is proud
to boast a selection of 24 French wines offered by the glass or bottle, innovative craft cocktails, and locally crafted beers.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15 pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Thursday 6:30 PM
Keystone Bingo!
Hosted by Jenny Jensen

Salon B

Come celebrate Keystone’s annual BINGO party with your friends, colleagues and fellow Keystone attendees. Keystones Bingo Night is back with
more prizes, fun trivia, plenty of pizza and soft drinks for everyone. Bingo Girls and Boys from the four corners of the earth have been eagerly waiting
all year to have a chance to win valuable prizes, meet old and new friends, eat some delicious pizza and have a great time eagerly waiting for the Big
Bingo Bonanza to come their way. $5 cover if you are not registered for the event. Those who are registered, bring your ticket for a free Bingo card.

Thursday 6:45 PM
Dinner at Gilligan’s Bar & Grill
Hosted by Mason Luke

Front Lobby

Gilligan’s offers both casual and fine dining and strives to not only meet, but exceed the expectations of our customers. Their menu features fresh
seafood, perfectly seasoned steaks, hand cut veal and homemade pasta dishes. Freshly baked sub rolls and healthy garden salads are all made from
scratch. Their daily varieties of soup are guaranteed to please and are always homemade in our kitchens. Gilligan’s is proud to serve Vintage Premium
Natural Beef which has no added hormones and is raised without antibiotics and on a 100% vegetarian diet. We are well known for a succulent Prime
Rib, which is seasoned and slow cooked overnight. Prices range from $10 - $45.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:45 pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Thursday 8:30 PM
Karaoke in the Dog & Pony Lounge
Hosted by Mr. B

Dog & Pony Lounge

Come and join us for Karaoke in the Dog & Pony Lounge! You've shown us your inner woman, now bring out your inner Diva! Belt out a ballad! Croon
your tune! Raise the roof on some rock and roll! And even if you don't want to sing, you won't want to miss Keystone's very own version of American
Idol!

Keystone Dance Party
Hosted by DJ Ray Smith

Salon C, D, E

Come join us for the Keystone Dance Party in Salons C, D & E.
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Friday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dog & Pony Private
Room

8:30 am
Prayer Breakfast

9:00 am
Quiet Space (all day)

Ash

Transgender in Scriptures

Masha-Leah Dinah

Birch

Electrolysis and You: How Permanent Hair Removal Can Transform Your Transition

Yuki Aria
Frances Velasquez

Dogwood

Elizabeth Taylor

Elm

Jennifer White

Fir

Make-up for Blending In
What about Part Time Trans Women—We Are Trans, Too!
Body and Brain Yoga

Emelda Nim

Hemlock

Stephanie A. Jeffries

Salon C

Transgender Clinical Management—The Basics

Dane Menkin

Salon D

Transitioning the Whole Family

Marla Meier

Salon E

Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

Coming Out...The Good, The Bad and The Indifferent

Dr. Gennifer Herley

Birch

The Woman Within—Dressing Well for Who You Are Now

Katherine Cartmell

Chestnut

Sherrie-An Gerhart
Magdalene Edwards

Dogwood

Carter Brown

Elm

Is 2019 the Year Pennsylvania Finally Passes Non-Discrimination Protections for LGBTQ People?

Naiymah Sanchez
Julie Zaebst

Fir

WPATH (World Professional Association for Transgender Health), the Standards of Care, and Counseling the Trans-Identified Patient

Dr. Michele Angello

Salon C

Transgender in Faith

Jennifer Lehman

Salon D

Ask a Spouse/SO

Karen Lehman
Susan Bienvenu
Kate Weber

Salon E

Cis-gender Spouse/SO Luncheon at Lancaster Brewery

SO Directors

Front Lobby

Friday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Chris Mosier

Chris Mosier

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Leah Santini
Paola Kostelac

Front Lobby

Transition in Communities

Lilia Weber

Birch

An Unedited Life: A Couple’s Journey into the Open

Bree Fram
Peg Fram

Chestnut

History, Biology and Inspiration

Allyson Hale

Dogwood

Packing, Peeing and Prosthetics for Trans-Masculine Folks (age 18+ only)

Mason Luke

Elm

Debra Soshoux

Fir

Laurie Chism
Jackie Cee

Hemlock

Dr. Jeanine Ruhsam

Salon C

Dr. Sherman Leis

Salon D

Dane Menkin

Salon E

Avoid Being Outed by Your Online Data

10:00 am
Tea Time with Jenny

10:30 am

Learn Practical Skills to Manage and Lessen Anxiety — During and After Transition
Black Transmen Inc: One is Not Born a Man He Becomes One

12:00 pm

2:00 pm
Shopping at Carriage House Boutique

Sex, Gender and the Law
Perfecting Your Wig & Contour 101
The Politics of Pretense: Questioning the Motives of Those Who Cross Gender Boundaries
Facial Feminization: Customized Evaluation and Treatment for Optimal Results
Advanced Care and Management of Transgender Adults and Adolescents
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Friday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

3:30 pm
SO Sanctuary

Hemlock

Law Enforcement, the Criminal Justice System and the Transgender Community

Sarah Moore

Birch

Petra HaydenWisnewski

Chestnut

The Woman Within—Finding Your Feminine Style

Katherine Cartmell

Dogwood

Making Your Voices Heard

Corinne Goodwin

Elm

Victoria Datta

Fir

Dr. Kathy Rumer

Salon C

Dr. Ellie Ley

Salon D

Prof. Fawn Oates

Salon E

Sibil G.

Ash

Healthcare for the Transgender Population

How to Transition Successfully on the Job
Female-to-Male (FTM) Gender Affirming Surgical Options—A Comprehensive Guide
Male to Female Surgical Options: Genital, Facial Feminization, Breast Augmentation, Revisions/Repairs
and Body Contouring

Understanding the Biology of Gender

5:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Friday Keystone Vendor Reception

Pennsylvania
Ballroom

5:15 pm
Friday Evening Shabbat Services at Temple Ohev Sholom

Masha-Leah Dinah

Front Lobby

Katie Ward

Front Lobby

Dinner at Carley’s Ristorante

Charlene Cash

Front Lobby

Dinner at Chars at Tracy Mansion

Gretchen Little

Front Lobby

Dinner at El Sol Mexican Restaurant

Jenny Jensen

Front Lobby

Holly Evans

Front Lobby

Christine Zuba

Front Lobby

Dinner at 1700 Steakhouse

Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

Dinner at Lancaster Brewery

Karla Goodner

Front Lobby

Dinner at Stock’s on Second

Lisa Smith

Front Lobby

Musical Entertainment in the Dog & Pony Lounge

Cruise Control
Music

Dog & Pony Lounge

Keystone Dance Party

DJ Ray Smith

Salon C, D, E

6:15 pm
Dinner at Café Fresco

Dinner at Rubicon
Dinner at the Firehouse

7:00 pm

9:00 pm
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Friday 8:30 AM
Prayer Breakfast
Hosted by Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dog & Pony Private
Room

Many people like to begin their day with prayer. Prayer in the morning is good way to sidestep the distractions that come when people are struggling
with issues in their lives. Come join us for inter-denominational friendship and fellowship in the back of the Dog & Pony Restaurant in their Private Dining Room. This event is open to all faiths and those individuals wanting to experience the power of common prayer. When we gather, there is power in
our chorus that is lifted towards God. Morning Prayer is the best way to command the day and grow closer to each other and God. Food and beverage
at individual expense.

Friday 9:00 AM
Quiet Space

Ash

Open to those needing a quiet space to reflect from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Transgender in the Scriptures
Masha-Leah Dinah

Birch

Much of the animus towards the LGBT and specifically transgender community is based upon Religious Teachings from the Scriptures. While the
Scriptures can be interpreted in many ways partly because there are words in the scriptures which we just do not know their actual meaning, we have
to infer their meaning from a context that we think existed at the time but are not sure. This issue is analogous to our Constitution; we keep running into
questions as to what the text of the Constitution actually means and that's why we have a Supreme Court to opine on how to interpret such. And different Judges with different backgrounds and values don't always interpret it the same way. So, if we can't always agree on what a document written in
English only a couple of hundred years ago means, then who can definitively say what Scriptures says about LGBT issues? Indeed, that's partly why
some religious denominations are accepting, and others are not. If you want to be comfortable that the Scriptures didn't leave trans people out or want
arguments to refute the non-accepting, this is the right session to attend.

Electrolysis and You: How Permanent Hair Removal Can Transform Your Transition
Yuki Arai & Frances Velasquez

Dogwood

In this presentation I will be discussing the importance and relevance of electrolysis for trans people. I'll cover the advantages and disadvantages of
various forms of hair removal for the face and body, but also explain how important it is to have a thorough program of electrolysis in the run-up to
GRS which applies both MTF and FTM patients. I will explain about hair cycles, how electrolysis is different to laser, preparing for electrolysis, pain
management, and what results can be expected over various time-frames. I will also give suggestions on what you should look for when selecting an
electrologist. Ultimately I will be detailing how hair removal - and electrolysis in particular - can be used to assist you as you transition, and help you
show the world your best self!

Makeup for Blending in
Elizabeth Taylor

Elm

Makeup artist Elizabeth Taylor will demonstrate how to create and apply natural-looking makeup. The goal is to help transgender women across the
gender spectrum blend in mainstream settings like shopping malls, restaurants, and the workplace. Beth will draw from her five years of experience
working with transgender women at her Washington, DC makeover and photography studio. Audience participation and questions are encouraged.

What about Part Time Trans Women---We Are Trans, Too!
Jennifer White

Fir

What About Part Time? “Transgender” encompasses a wide variety on the gender spectrum, including those who dress or express their femininity or
masculinity “part-time”. While nearly all begin part-time, some remain “dual-gendered”, either by choice or constrained by outside factors. Exploring
and sharing the reasons why, and our respective solutions, we gain greater understanding, support, mechanisms for coping, and more confidence in
our lives and exploration of selves. This talk is open to all, including significant others, full time trans men and women, and those simply interested in
the subject. The workshop will explore these issues as well as include an opportunity for open discussion.

Body and Brain Yoga
Emelda Nim

Hemlock

This class will concentrate on light stretching, proper breathing, meditation, relaxation and an introduction to Tai Chi. Loose and comfortable clothing
such as Yoga pants, sweat pants, T-shirt and socks are needed, Shorts are not recommended. The class will slowly progress from simple stretching to
prepare for further exercise, instruction on proper breathing and explanation why proper breathing is important everyday. You'll be taught ways to relax
and meditate for everyday life, and accumulation of energy. Introduction to Tai Chi to show further ways to relax and focusing on rebalancing your
body.

Avoid Being Outed by Your Online Data
Stephanie Anne Jeffries

Salon C

Data breaches, hacks of personal information, and identity theft are recurring, frightening facts of modern life. And they're especially alarming to trans
people - who usually have strong and deeply personal reasons to tightly-control their online identity and data ...and yours is already far-flung around
the internet and probably out of your control. If you're in stealth mode, concerned about being unintentionally outed, actively redefining yourself, or
simply worried about what you might lose if hacked, then you should attend this workshop. We'll follow the advice offered and collected in Stephanie's
previous session (attending it is STRONGLY encouraged). Following the 80/20 rule, we'll take the top steps to keep your online identity safe, controlled
and consistent - so that you alone can manage the privacy of your identity - especially if you must keep your trans and non-trans identities separated
online. Bring your laptop, tablet or smartphone!
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Friday 9:00 AM (continued)
Transgender Clinical Management- The Basics
Dane Menkin

CE

Salon D

In this session, we will cover the information all providers need to know about starting hormones and ongoing medical management for transgender
and non-binary individuals. Dane will use vast experience teaching and providing care to walk attendees through evaluating, prescribing and monitoring ongoing care. This presentation will cover language used and that to avoid, simple changes needed within practice settings, consents, navigating
minors in care and hormone prescribing options and the monitoring of progress. We will cover some of the clinical concerns common for prescribers
and also some solutions for unanticipated deviations in care.

Transitioning the Whole Family
Marla Meier

Salon E

No one transitions alone. We all have others in our lives who are affected by the transition. For those who accept our reality, they must come to terms
with the transition, and they must also deal with its impact on their own relationships. There are many sources on how to tell others about our own
transitions, but too few on preparing our friends and family for the impact of the experience on their own lives.
This session explores methods, resources, and information our loved ones need in order to understand the experience and challenges of their transitioning loved one, as well as to assuage their own concerns. We also discuss ways to prepare them to share with others in their own lives, including
extended family, friends, religious groups, service organizations, and co-workers.

Friday 10:00 AM
Tea Time with Jenny
Hosted by Jenny Jensen

Dog & Pony Lounge

For those of you that are attending the Keystone Conference for the first time or feel you need a little moral support, join Jenny Jensen as she hosts
'Tea Time with Jenny.' It’s an informal gathering of first timers, newcomers and anxious attendees in a comfortable and discreet setting. It’s an opportunity for those that are unsure of themselves and want to start off their Keystone experience on a good footing, learn a little more about the conference and how it can help them.
We can also provide you with a Big Sister or Big Brother to help you get through the apprehension, worry and nervousness you might be feeling attending the Conference. For more information and to sign up for 'Tea Time with Jenny' contact Jenny at HelpingHand@Keystone-Conference.org to
start your Keystone Conference off on a positive and enjoyable note. 'Tea Time with Jenny' starts each morning at 10 am in the Dog and Pony
Lounge.

Friday 10:30 AM
Coming Out…..The Good, The Bad and the Indifferent
Dr. Gennifer Herley

CE

Birch

This Group participatory workshop will explore the feelings and Experiences of anyone in the Trans Community who has or would like to express their
identity to their spouse, girlfriend, significant other, Friends, Family, Work and the World at Large! As a group let’s hear each other’s stories so that
may learn from one another. There are always similarities and differences from where we come from. Hopefully by sharing stories you will discover
where you are going and where you would like to be currently or in the future. So come share your story in this workshop and let’s find some strategies
and new ways to help one another communicate our Authenticity to our loved ones and the World!!

The Woman Within – Dressing Well for Who You Are Now
Katherine Cartmell

Chestnut

By now, you’ve probably learned to dress in a consistent and age-appropriate style that makes you feel comfortable. In this workshop, we will explore
the details that truly make your clothing fit well, present you at your very best and support your individual sense of style. One special focus will be looking current and on trend. Being -- and looking -- youthful in spirit is not a luxury. Today’s job market and workplace require a hip, flexible outlook – and
a hip, age-appropriate wardrobe that communicates your spirit. What you’ll learn:

Balance and Line ~ For many, our bodies have unique proportions that will never align with standard measurements. So, you’ll learn to create your
own rules, ones that work for your body ~ from head to toe ~ to create balance and flattering proportion in your clothes.
Fit ~ Dressing to fit your real body requires a few tricks, using tools that are many women’s best kept secrets. Learn them to look great, current and
more youthful, too.
Details ~ You’ll learn how to assess your assets ~ and what you want to play down. Learn to shop with confidence knowing what colors, fabrics, necklines, sleeves, lengths and accessories work for you.
Putting it Together ~ You’ll learn how to feel truly confident in any setting, knowing that you fit in, yet stand out with vibrancy, with a style that is uniquely you.
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Learn Practical Skills to Manage and Lessen Anxiety - During and After Transition
Sherrie-An Gerhart & Magdalene Edwards

CE

Dogwood

Being transgender comes with an entire set of unique stressors. Family, doctors, money, even restrooms bring new worries and an undercurrent of
fear. Having the courage to be true to yourself doesn’t prepare you for the daily emotional challenges of doing so. Sherrie-An will share practical skills
from Dialectic Behavioral Therapy (DBT) that anyone can use, in any situation, to manage their emotional response and reduce distress. An outgrowth
of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), this progressive psychological approach doesn’t focus on the ‘why’ you feel so-and-so but provides the ‘WHAT’
to do when you do. Skills for the ‘HOW’ to successfully manage distress and reduce suffering. Begin to enjoy transition, feel better about yourself and
the world you live in. Having the skills to manage and accept distress while becoming your true self you can be your first step.

Black Transmen Inc: One Is Not Born A Man He Becomes One
Carter Brown

Elm

Black Transmen Exist and Together We Are Powerful! Black Transmen Inc creates space for Black Transmen Embracing African Heritage, Manhood
and Brotherhood. This workshop will provide an opportunity to engage in discussion about living in our truth, the power of community and advancing
the Black trans movement. It is a known and statistical fact that societal challenges for an African American male exist. It is also well known that negative stereotypes of Black men have overhang stagnantly for generations. The goal of this workshop is to hold open dialogue with trans-masculine people about how we can all positively contribute to ending the cycle and diminishing the stereotypes by exposing the world to another face of Black men.
By helping to build stronger (trans)men, it will inevitably build stronger families, stronger communities and a stronger society.

Is 2019 the Year Pennsylvania Finally Passes Non-Discrimination Protections for LGBTQ people?
Naiymah Sanchez & Julie Zaebst

Fir

Have you experienced discrimination? Are you eager to join the fight to strengthen discrimination protections for transgender people in Pennsylvania?
Join ACLU staff for a workshop on the state of non-discrimination protections in Pennsylvania, including the latest on legislation that is moving through
the Pennsylvania Senate. This year presents a unique opportunity to advance a bill that would finally give our communities comprehensive protections
- find out what's next and how you can get involved!

WPATH (World Professional Association for Transgender Health), the Standards of Care, and
Counseling the Trans-Identified Patient
Dr. Michele Angello

CE

Salon C

The presentation will identify the recommended requirements to be met prior to medical transition as well as the counselling process gender specialists
use to determine the need for transitional treatment methods.

Transgender in Faith
Jennifer Lehman

Salon D

In this interactive workshop, we'll explore the role that faith has played in our transgender journey and the journey of others in our lives. Ms. Jennifer
Lehman will share her story of the role that her faith played in her transition in 2013 and how by following this faith journey it has made an impact on
the faith journey for others in her congregation. The workshop will also provide time for participants to share their faith based stories. Come share your
story and hear how God is working in all of our lives! Are you looking for a church service to attend after the conference? Reverend Wiant and Market
Square are again inviting conference attendees to for the 11:00 Sunday service. See the Sunday Schedule for more details.

Ask a Spouse/SO
Karen Lehman, Susan Bienvenu & Kate Weber

Salon E

This panel of spouses/significant others (SO’s) provides an opportunity for transgender individuals to ask questions of other SO’s regarding relationships, feelings, and emotions. The panel can also act as a sounding board for conversations that a transgender person may want to have with their
spouse/significant other. The SO’s on this panel have asked their transgender spouses to not be in the room so as to provide an open and honest
forum. This workshop may be able to offer perspective and insight on how your journey affects the ones you love.
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Friday 12:00 PM
Cis-Gender Spouse/SO Luncheon at the Lancaster Brewing Company
Hosted by SO Directors

Front Lobby

Cis-gender spouses or significant others (cis-gender only) are invited to join others for an offsite luncheon at the Lancaster Brewing Company. Please
meet in the hotel lobby at 11:45 am. The Lancaster Brewery specializes in fresh, local and sustainable grown products including house-made sausage
and cured meats, locally made cheeses, hand-cut fries and signature burger grind.
Bus leaves the hotel lobby promptly at 12:00 pm.

Friday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Chris Mosier

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Chris Mosier is a trailblazing hall of fame triathlete, All-American Duathlete, and a 5-time member of Team USA. In 2015 he became the first known
transgender man to make a men's US National Team, and was the catalyst for change for the International Olympic Committee policy on transgender
athletes. In 2016, he was sponsored by Nike and featured in his own Nike commercial which debuted in prime time in Rio Olympics and was the first
trans athlete in the ESPN Body Issue. His website Transathlete.com is widely regarded as the go-to source for policy and information on transgender
people in sport.

Friday 2:00 PM
Shopping at Carriage House Boutique
Hosted by Leah Santini & Paola Kostelac

Front Lobby

When you visit Carriage House Boutique you will most likely be greeted by Paola Kostelac, the proprietress of Carriage House Boutique. Her unique
shop offers every visitor a personal experience in an environment that feels like you are in a high-end boutique. Carriage House Boutique carries an
ever changing inventory of new and gently used fashions - professional, formal & casual wear; purses; accessories; shoes/boots; outerwear; hats;
scarves; fur coats & artwork. Think of Carriage House Boutique next time you need to add something unique to your closet. We are conveniently located in the State Street Plaza, Lemoyne, Cumberland County near the West Shore Farmers Market. Less than 15 minutes from the Sheraton. Meet in
the hotel lobby to carpool. See their ad in the program booklet. Carriage House Boutique, 829 State Street, Lemoyne, PA
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Friday 2:00 PM
Transition In Communities
Lilia Weber

Birch

Transition is a loaded term for folks in the Transgender and Gender-Expansive world. As we each transition to expressing and living our true gender,
we will discuss how connection to various communities can help. It can help support us and it can help clarify our own identities. Lilia will share some
of her personal experiences and then we will have interactive activities along with group discussion. Let’s move our transition from an act of becoming
to a state of being.

An Unedited Life: A Couple's Journey Into The Open
Bree Fram & Peg Fram

Chestnut

Peg and Bree/Bryan have been together for 19 years and have two children (10 and 6), but for 16 of those years no one knew the whole story. Peg
described it best as living an edited life, where we always had to keep a censor in place between our thoughts and what we said or wrote. Bree revealed that there was something a bit different about her a few weeks into the relationship, but it stayed between the two of them for many years due to
internal and external factors. When the military changed their policy regarding transgender service, Bree was able to come out publicly. Not without a
bit of fear, the family jumped into the unknown. This workshop will cover some of our history together and the challenges we've faced along the way. It
will touch on life in the closet, telling the kids, coming out, having a foot in two genders, relationship issues, and the value of visibility. Audience questions and participation is welcome.

History, Biology and Inspiration
Allyson Hale

Dogwood

This workshop will acquaint participants with transgender history, the biology that makes questions of gender more complex than the binary system of
traditional social norms, and the importance of owning one’s life as a transgender person. First, historical transgender individuals from 1503 BC to
today will be introduced and examined. Second, the presentation will focus on chromosomal differences in our population in the context of society as
well as explore the importance of hormone receptors in our development. This workshop will end with a discussion of the difficult, but important steps
in our journey to accept and celebrate our true selves.

Packing, Peeing and Prosthetics for Trans-Masculine Folks (age 18+ only)
Mason Luke

Elm

Have you ever bought something in helps that it would relieve dysphoria? Many folks do, but unfortunately many times the items aren't what we expected or they don't work as advertised. Why throw away good money with bad products? As a product tester and reviewer, Mason has tried dozens
products including binders, packers, prosthetics, and other adult items. He will speak about many of the products currently on the market. You will
leave with an understanding of all the variables to picking an item that's right for you! He will also bring sample items that you can optionally touch and
compare for a more hands on experience.
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Friday 2:00 PM (continued)
Sex, Gender and The Law
Debra Soshoux

Fir

As art mimics life, so does the law. For over forty years our legal issues focused on largely on employment. Now it’s toilets. Was it always destined to
be so? We’ve seen greater attitudinal shift toward trans people in the last five years than in the last fifty. We’ll track the facts, the legal arguments, and
look closely at the cast of characters in this drama (or is it a farce?) -- legislators, litigants, lawyers and judges. With the benefit of 20-20 hindsight, we’ll
try to figure-out who got what right, who did not, why/why not, and where are we going?

Perfecting your Wig & Contour 101
Laurie Chism
Jackie Cee

Hemlock

Have you ever wondered if your wig is right for your face shape? Have you wondered what coloring matches your skin tone? Have you wondered how
to style your wig natural hair as you transition? Have you questioned how to properly care for your hair/wig? Have you wondered what the difference is
in a $60 wig and a $600 wig? Do you struggle trying to contour and feminize your face shape? If you answered yes to any of these questions this
workshop is for you. Join style and beauty expert Laurie Chism, in this fun, interactive, and educational workshop See your confidence level soar as
you learn the skills to expertly style your wig/hair. Laurie Chism will both entertain and inspire you, while teaching how to choose what wig looks best
for your face, shape and color! Laurie will also demonstrate some simple and easy ways to shape & contour your face to bring out the best most feminine version of you.

The Politics of Pretense: Questioning the Motives of Those Who Cross Gender Boundaries
Dr. Jeanine Ruhsam

CE

Salon C

This workshop arises from my work as an expert consultant for the Pennsylvania and New Hampshire Departments of Corrections and also though
developing policies and protocols to support transgender college students. Both the carceral and academic institutions report newly increasing evidence of inmates and students claiming to be transgender for assumed gainful motives. This behavior is referred to as “transtrending” on campuses. I
begin by examining the historical accounts of those who crossed gender lines and chose to present, live and work as the gender opposite their biological birth sex. Long labelled frauds, deceivers and pretenders these people are widely perceived as cheating in order to achieve something of value that
they do not deserve. But why, in American culture, have people chosen to cross gender, if not for some perceived benefit? The late current argument
that transgender people are “born this way” and are becoming their “true, authentic selves” collapses in the face of historical accounts that reveal almost always a beneficial motive behind such transition. The recent surge in suspected pretending and transtrending is being used as a rationale to
discredit and deny the legitimacy of all transgender people. The cultural, legal and political ramifications of this backlash affect the care and management of both the individuals suspected of manifesting it and also adversely affects the larger transgender population. I intervene in this debate on the
authenticity of transgender people, looking to cultural precedents to reveal how legitimate claims to cross-gender identity were accepted long before
the scalpel and hormones became de rigeur in the subject’s effort to “prove” their veracity.

Facial Feminization: Customized Evaluation and Treatment for Optimal Results
Dr. Sherman Leis

CE

Salon D

Dr. Leis will demonstrate and explain classic prototypes of masculine and feminine facial features. He will discuss a variety of options for feminizing
facial features and demonstrate that in the majority of cases, excellent results can be obtained without extensive and expensive cranio-facial surgery.
Cases are shown demonstrating excellent and natural results from selective and customized facial feminization procedures.

Advanced Care and Management of Transgender Adults and Adolescents
Dane Menkin

CE

Salon E

This presentation will move the conversation about medical care and management beyond the basics. It is aimed at providers with some experience in
seeing and managing patients undergoing medical transition. Dane will present clinical cases which are not common but are regularly seen with higher
volumes of transgender patients. In these cases, less commonly utilized medications and techniques will be discussed as well as discussion of more
complex patients who present for care.

Friday 3:30 PM
SO Sanctuary

Hemlock

The "Spouse & Significant Other Sanctuary" is a refuge, open from 3:30 to 5:00 pm for all spouses and significant others of transgender partners ONLY. It is a place where you, the partner of a transgender person, can relax and speak freely to other spouses and significant others.
Our sanctuary leaders are there to offer their shoulder, support, encouragement and to stand with you. Please join us in supporting each other--there is
hope and help, together.

Law Enforcement, the Criminal Justice System and the Transgender Community
Sarah Moore

Birch

The media is full of stories that paint law enforcement in a negative way and consequently create the perception that one should be afraid of law enforcement officers. While this is a topic of great debate amongst politicians and citizens alike the inevitable fallout is the creation of some level of fear
for the average person. This fear is magnified when you are the member of a group, like the transgender community, that has historically been misunderstood, marginalized, ridiculed, abused or worse. This workshop will look at various situations in which members of the transgender community may
interact with law enforcement and the criminal justice system. We will explore options for successfully navigating situations that range from traffic stops
to felony level criminal investigations. Attendees will receive a quick reference card with the top five tips for interacting with law enforcement. Audience
participation and the sharing of personal experiences is encouraged but not required. This is an updated version of last year's workshop that was
standing room only.
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Friday 3:30 PM (continued)
Healthcare for the Transgender Population
Petra Hayden-Wisnewski

CE

Chestnut

Healthcare for the Trans-gendered population can often times be a precarious and frightening experience. Healthcare professionals often times do not
receive the appropriate education on how best to care for individuals who are in this sector of our society. This presentation will offer insight and information on how best to treat Trans-gendered individuals seeking out healthcare providers.

The Woman Within - Finding your Feminine Style
Katherine Cartmell

Dogwood

Just like any girl growing up, whether you know it or not your sense of self was formed by watching the women around you. Years of watching, learning
and emulating made some of those women your role models. It may be your mother, an aunt, a sister, a boss, a friend, or even a movie character.
Your role models hold keys to your personal style ~ that person you‘re trying to reflect through what you wear. Finding that fundamental style will help
you build a chic, workable wardrobe that gives you confidence ~ because it truly reflects you.
In this interactive workshop, we’ll help you discover those influences which, when distilled and applied, communicate to the world who you really are.
Then, we’ll demystify the art of dressing well – focusing on dressing for our real age. Many of us come into our own in our “second act,” and we want –
and need -- to look chic, vibrant and always appropriate. At the same time, by dressing well we can actually appear younger! Finally, we can truly embrace being the age we are, beautifully.

Making Your Voice Heard
Corinne Goodwin

Elm

There is little doubt that trans people and trans rights are under significant pressure. But, studies show that when people either know a trans person or
become informed about trans issues they are over 80% more likely to support trans inclusiveness. That means it is more important to tell our stories
and advocate on behalf of trans folk than ever before. The good news is that you don’t have to be an activist and you don’t even have to be “out” to get
your voice heard. In this interactive workshop we will explore a spectrum of activities – from simple and easy to more robust - that can make a difference for our community. So whether you are “in” or “out” of the closet, an introvert or an extrovert, a leader or a follower, this seminar will help to inspire you to seek out ways that you can make a positive contribution.

How to Transition Successfully on the Job
Victoria Datta

Fir

This workshop gives transgender individuals who are seeking to transition on the job the necessary tools to reach their goal successfully. In the
presentation, we will review 1. The Basics (you need to address when considering transition on the job), 2. The Plan (you need to create), 3. The Execution (how to realize your plan), 4. The Adjustment (it's not all rainbows and unicorns, be prepared), 5. The Integration (remember it's a journey not a
single date). This Workshop has been adopted into Federal Govt., I myself along with many others who have attended my workshop in prior years
have used it to successfully transition in their own workplace.

Female-to-Male (FTM) Gender Affirming Surgical Options - A Comprehensive Guide
Dr. Kathy Rumer

CE

Salon C

During this workshop, Dr. Rumer will present a detailed discussion of the most common gender affirming surgical options available to the transitioning
female-to-male individual. These surgical procedures will be presented from the pre-operative, operative and post-operative perspectives. The surgical
procedures that will be presented include genital surgery (MLD phalloplasty, abdominal flap phalloplasty, metoidioplasty, urethral lengthening), chest
masculinization (periareolar, keyhole), facial masculinization (brow lift, blepharoplasty, face lift, rhinoplasty and fat grafting), body contouring
(liposuction) and hair transplantation (scalp, beard and eyebrows). Illustrations and before/after photographs will be presented to support the discussion. Dr. Rumer welcomes questions and audience participation throughout her presentation.

Male to Female Surgical Options: Genital, Facial Feminization, Breast Augmentation,
Revisions/Repairs and Body Contouring
Dr. Ellie Ley

CE

Salon D

A PowerPoint Presentation discussing current surgical techniques, a discussion of procedures, risks and complications, before and after photos with
time for questions and answers. Dr. Ley is available for brief individual one on one visits. You may contact our office at 866-876-6329 if you wish to
schedule a one on one visit. Formal or longer consultations need to be scheduled at our Scottsdale office at 866-876-6329.

Understanding the Biology of Gender
Professor Fawn Oates

CE

Salon E

Have you wanted to explode when hearing, “What gender are they REALLY?” or “Biologically, there are only two genders”? Understand the intricacies
of how biological gender is formed. A concrete model of biological sex is given with a handout that can help you explain it to others who haven’t been
exposed to these ideas and why gender is more complicated than just male and female. Intersexed conditions will be discussed to help illustrate how
we understand each piece of the gender puzzle. Attendees will be left with the skills to educate others while also advocating for all gender variance
and diversity.
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Friday 5:00 PM
Friday Keystone Vendor Reception
Hosted by Keystone Vendors

Pennsylvania
Ballroom

Gather in the Pennsylvania Ballroom for some social time before heading out to dinner!

Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Hosted by Sibil G.

Ash

This meeting welcomes those who think they have a problem with alcohol and/or any other substance, and will be based on the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help
others to recover. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy; neither
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help others to achieve sobriety.

Friday 5:15 PM
Friday Evening Shabbat Services at Temple Ohev Sholom
Hosted by Masha-Leah Dinah

Front Lobby

Temple Ohev Sholom is the center for Reform Judaism in the greater Harrisburg PA area with members of every age, income, and lifestyle and is united in fulfilling their role in the Harrisburg community. The address is: Temple Ohev Sholom, 2345 N Front St, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Meet in the lobby of the hotel at 5:15 pm and we'll Uber together. After services, we will choose a restaurant for dinner.
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Friday 6:15 PM
Dinner at Cafe Fresco
Hosted by Katie Ward

Front Lobby

Take part in the Cafe' Fresco experience! Located in the center of downtown Harrisburg's restaurant row, Cafe' Fresco offers a variety of Asian American features such as Honey-Miso Sea Scallops, Tea-Smoked Breast of Duck, and Pad Tai (an amazing sweet noddle dish from Thailand). The service
and atmosphere of Cafe' Fresco are sure to please even the most discerning patron. Entree prices range from $19 to $38 with an average price of
around $24. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at Carley's Ristorante
Hosted by Charlene Cash

Front Lobby

A ristorante and piano bar featuring rustic Italian dishes that include Grilled Portabella with Lump Crab, Tuna Palermo, Mascarpone Lasagna Bolognese, as well other traditional pasta dishes. Many of Carley's entrees are available “Family-Style,” a perfect option for those who want to share different meal choices. With walls fashioned from 100 year old bricks, rich wood furnishings, and the inviting glow of hundreds of candles, Carley's offers a
truly enticing atmosphere perfect for relaxing and enjoying a dining experience that guaranteed to warm your heart. Entree prices range from $15 to
$35 with an average price of around $25 with Family-Style options costing around 1/3rd more. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at Chars at Tracy Mansion
Hosted by Gretchen Little

Front Lobby

Chars – Tracy Mansion is the only restaurant in Harrisburg situated on the lovely Susquehanna River. Built in 1913, the mansion has regained its longlost elegance as this American Brasserie. Overlooking the river, The Dining Room serves as the perfect showcase for Chef Ron Canady’s celebrated
menu. The warm, convivial Bar features Sal Pantano’s spirited creations, as well as our Small Plate Menu, while the McKee Library is the perfect spot
for a cocktail or to relax with after dinner drinks. In The Gallery, our private room, we display a rotating exhibit of blown glass and sculptures by artists
Ona Magaro and Glenn Zwyegardt. Whether it is a formal meal for a special occasion or a casual light-bite, Chars has the menu, the atmosphere and
the welcoming service to make you and your guests feel special and satisfied. Entree prices range from $26 to $40 with an average price of around
$30. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15 pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at El Sol Mexican Restaurant
Hosted by Jenny Jensen

Front Lobby

If you like Mexican style food then you'll love El Sol! But don't think this is the kind of food you'll find at a typical Mexican food chain because at El Sol
the fare is decidedly more refined. From dishes like Ceviche, Spicy Camarones a la Diabla, or Crab Enchiladas Verdes, the owners of El Sol create
authentic Mexican dishes that excite and satisfy the palette. The El Sol kitchen staff will ensure each dish is carefully prepared and whether you like it
mild or with a spicy edge, they'll be certain to accommodate your individual taste. To compliment your dining experience, El Sol offers a full-service bar
so order a Jamaica Flavored Margarita or a Blue Hibiscus to complement those awesome Lobster Enchiladas. Bienvenidos! Entree prices range from
$14 to $25 with an average price of around $18. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15 pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at Rubicon
Hosted by Holly Evans

Front Lobby

Located in downtown Harrisburg’s restaurant district, Rubicon looks out onto The State Capital Building and is a playfully French inspired, bar-centric
restaurant, offering honest, epicurean fare. Committed to honoring our local community and growers, their menu offers L’hamburger with Pommes
Frites to Boeuf Bourguignon (Braised Boneless Short Ribs) with entrée prices ranging from $14 - $26. In addition, the beautiful bar at Rubicon is proud
to boast a selection of 24 French wines offered by the glass or bottle, innovative craft cocktails, and locally crafted beers.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at the Firehouse
Hosted by Christine Zuba

Front Lobby

The historic Hope Station building was renovated and became home to The Fire House Restaurant. Hope Station is the oldest standing firehouse in
the city of Harrisburg and is the second oldest in Pennsylvania. Inspired by a devastating fire on Christmas Eve 1813, the Harrisburg Hope Fire Company was founded in 1814. This building, Hope Station #2, was built in 1871. Wide menu selections. Prices vary between $10 and $40. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 6:15pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Buses leaves the hotel promptly at their assigned times.
Don't forget your bus ticket!
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Friday 7:00 PM
Dinner at 1700 Steakhouse
Hosted by Suzane Oliva

Front Lobby

Harrisburg’s 1700 Degrees Steakhouse features Midwestern prime beef, dry aged beef, certified Angus beef, and the finest sustainable seafood, elegantly served by a diligently trained staff. In 2015, they were named a winner in Open Table’s Diners’ Choice Awards. With an integrated lobby lounge
and a 12-foot long, two-sided fireplace, this restaurant keeps things warm and welcoming. A place to see and be seen, 1700 Degrees Steakhouse is
every bit as comfortable as it is sophisticated. Menu prices range from $30 to $60.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 7:00pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at Lancaster Brewery
Hosted by Karla Goodner

Front Lobby

The Lancaster Brewery specializes in fresh, local and sustainable grown products including house-made sausage and cured meats, locally made
cheeses, hand-cut fries and signature burger grind. Prices range from $15 to $30. Dinner at individual's expense.
Bus leaves the hotel lobby promptly at 7:00 pm. Don’t forget your bus ticket!

Dinner at Stock's on Second
Hosted by Lisa Smith

Front Lobby

The cuisine at Stock's is American with a lean towards Asian and Southwestern flare. The menu offers delectable entrees such as Seafood Alfredo,
Risotto Cakes, or Prosciutto-wrapped Trout. Stock's also offers a wide variety of interesting appetizers like Pulled-pork French Fries, Lump Crab Fritters, or Pork Wings. In addition to its great food, Stocks offers a great atmosphere that includes an exhibition kitchen and an awesome martini bar for
the most amazing cocktails. With an amazing wait staff offering the most attentive and personalized service, Stock's on Second is a great place for
dinner. Entree prices range from $18 to $33 with an average price of around $25. Dinner at individual expense.
Bus leaves the hotel promptly at 7:00pm. Don't forget your bus ticket!

Friday 9:00 PM
Musical Entertainment in the Dog & Pony Lounge
Music by Cruise Control Music

Dog & Pony Lounge

Come join us for the wonderful sounds of Cruise Control Music!

Keystone Dance Party
Hosted by DJ Ray Smith

Salon C, D, E

Come join us for the Keystone Dance Party in Salons C, D & E.
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Saturday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dog & Pony Private
Dining Room

Jocelyn Young
Janelle Crossley

Ash

Tobias Gurl

Birch

Irina Cardos
Daniel Rutkowski

Dogwood

8:30 am
Prayer Breakfast

9:00 am
Life After Transition
Drug User Health in the Transgender Community
Everything You Want to Know About Permanent Hair Removal
Celebrating Trans and Nonbinary Identities

Ann Murdoch

Elm

Rev. MC Johnson

Fir

Body and Brain Yoga

Emelda Nim

Hemlock

Roadmap for Getting Trans Health Care Covered by Insurance

Noah Lewis

Salon C

How Theology Can Aid in Transition

FTM Top and Bottom Surgery: Superior Aesthetic Results in a Customized One-Stage Procedure
Couple’s Therapy

Dr. Sherman Leis

Salon D

Dr. Michele Angello

Salon E

Jenny Jensen

Ash

Sephora

JCPenney

10:00 am
Tea Time with Jenny

10:30 am
Sephora’s “Bold Beauty for the Transgender Community”
Quiet Space (until 3:15 pm)

Hemlock

Don’t Over Think It

Karen Holmes

Advocating for Kids in Schools

Ash

Lindsey Lughes

Birch

Peg Fram

Chestnut

Stephanie Shostak

Dogwood

Making Cisness Visible: Naming Cis Ideals That Shape Trans Lives

Noah Lewis

Elm

Anxiety — The Elephant in Your Room

Amy Keisling

Fir

Male-to-Female (MTF) Gender Affirming Surgical Options—A Comprehensive Guide

Dr. Kathy Rumer

Salon C

US Department of Veterans Affairs—Proudly Serving All Who Served

Maureen Brackey
Rebecca Sanders

Salon D

Dr. Ellie Ley

Salon E

Christine Hallquist

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Writing Your Coming Out Letter

Sophie Lynne

Ash

Understanding Blame and Shame and How to Work through Them

Glenn Koenig

Birch

Spouse’s Circle of Positivity (Spouse/SO Only)

Uncharted Waters: Navigating Gender Transition in the Workplace

Female to Male Surgical Options: Genital, Chest, and Revisions/Repairs

12:00 pm
Saturday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Christine Hallquist

2:00 pm

Trans Male-Specific Health Care and Accessibility

Tobias Gurl

Chestnut

Wigs Talk! Be Beautiful, Be Empowered, Be YOU

Katherine Cartmell

Dogwood

Trans Youth Policy and Advocacy

Jason Landau
Goodman
Preston Heldibridle

Elm

Bree Fram

Fir

Male-to-Female (MTF) Gender Affirming Surgical Options—A Comprehensive Guide

Dr. Kathy Rumer

Salon C

My SO is Trans...!

Group Discussion

Salon E

Transgender Military Service Through the Years
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Saturday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

Amy Keisling

Ash

Feminizing the Voice: Comparing Surgical Options

Dr. James Thomas

Birch

Living with Crossdressing: Defining a New Normal

Savannah Hauk
Judy Swain

Chestnut

Jason Ballard

Dogwood

How We Win: Advocating for LGBTQ Equality in Pennsylvania

Jason Landau
Goodman
Preston Heldibridle

Elm

Safe Relationships in Transition: Who Should I Share Information with and Who Don’t I Have to?

Dr. Michele Angello

Fir

Alexis Lake

Hemlock

Choosing Growth in Transition

Prof. Fawn Oates

Salon C

MTF Top and Bottom Surgery: Aesthetically Natural and Functional Results in a One-Stage Procedure

Dr. Sherman Leis

Salon E

Sibil G.

Ash

Mason Luke
Jason Ballard

Dogwood

Amy Alley
Lana Gibbens

Assembly Area

Kimberly Shappley

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Wicked Jezebel

Commonwealth
Ballroom

3:30 pm
Transition and Recovery: The Balancing Act

Historic Men and Moments: The FTM Community Since Y2K

SO What Now? (Spouses and Significant Others Only)

5:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Keystone/FTM Magazine Transmen Reception

6:00 pm
Keystone Gala Reception with Musical Entertainment

7:00 pm
Saturday Gala Dinner with Keynote Speaker Kimberly Shappley

9:00 pm
Musical Entertainment by Wicked Jezebel

10:30 pm
Saturday Keystone After Party

Dog & Pony Lounge
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Saturday 8:30 AM
Prayer Breakfast
Hosted by Rev. Joanne Carroll

Dog & Pony Private
Room

Many people like to begin their day with prayer. Prayer in the morning is good way to sidestep the distractions that come when people are struggling
with issues in their lives. Come join us for inter-denominational friendship and fellowship in the back of the Dog & Pony Restaurant in their Private Dining Room. This event is open to all faiths and those individuals wanting to experience the power of common prayer. When we gather, there is power in
our chorus that is lifted towards God. Morning Prayer is the best way to command the day and grow closer to each other and God. Food and beverage
at individual expense.

Saturday 9:00 AM
Life After Transition
Jocelyn Young & Janelle Crossley

Ash

This workshop will look at several aspects of life after transition. The first topic we will look at is the basics for sexual orientation and gender identity/
expression for those individuals not familiar with the differences. Since we are looking at life after transition, one topic we will look at is how those of us
who have transitioned can assist those women who are just beginning their journey. Another aspect we will cover is Finding Your Voice. As
transgender women who have transitioned we need to stand up for ourselves and support others who are having difficulty standing up for themselves.
This could be as simple as asking someone to use your proper pronouns. Another topic covered will be fitting in in public. For some of us it is easier
than others. We have been involved with volunteering and other activities prior to transition. Just because you are a transgender woman, that should
not stop you from developing new interests or continuing activities that you enjoy. We will also discuss the grieving process for the family. Yes, this is a
process once we begin our transition that family members deal with. The final topic that is discussed is aging after transition. This topic will look at
aging issues, discrimination and abuse. Questions are encouraged during the presentation.

Drug User Health in the Transgender Community
Tobias Gurl

Birch

Transgender individuals are both more likely to use substances and less able to access harm reduction or treatment measures through the healthcare
system. This presentation will examine the reasons why transgender individuals use substances; their patterns of use both in Iowa and the nation as a
whole; and what can be done to improve their access to care. It will also include information on general harm reduction best practices.

Everything You Want to Know About Permanent Hair Removal
Irina Cardos & Daniel Rutkowski

Dogwood

Irina Cardos, LE, CPE and Daniel Rutkowski, LE, CPE of Precision Hair Removal and Skin Care will provide an in-depth explanation of facial and genital hair removal via electrolysis and other methods. We will discuss the pros and cons and attendees will also learn about the hair growth cycle and
how to maximize their hair removal results. Electrolysis is the only FDA approved method of permanent hair removal. Precision Hair Removal and Skin
Care is the only electrolysis provider in North America that offers multi-hour sessions with prescription-strength topical lidocaine and physicianadministered intravenous sedation ("twilight sleep") with lidocaine local nerve and field blocks during transgender MTF facial and pre-SRS/GCS hair
removal. This sedation protocol offers the opportunity to clear the entire face and neck of hair in 1 to 2 days with up to a 40% reduction per clearing.
So, if your lifestyle is such that you don’t want to frequently let your facial hair grow out before each visit to a traditional electrologist, this is your answer.

Celebrating Trans and Nonbinary Identities
Ann Murdoch

Elm

Participants will gain an appreciation for how inspiring many people from all walks of life find our stories of overcoming shame, stigma and discrimination to live our authentic lives as well as explore of how our personal stories both shape and are shaped by our identities. At a time when trans and
GNC identities are being called into question, celebrating the strength, resilience and authenticity of the trans community is especially important. Our
stories are powerful and inspirational within and beyond the trans community. Those who feel comfortable doing so will have an opportunity to share
their own stories in celebration of the awesomeness of our diverse and inclusive community!

How Theology Can Aid in Transition
Rev. M.C. Johnson

Fir

In my own transition I have found strength in my personal theology: what I believe about God. There are many who feel that they have the right to tell
me how they believe God feels about me. And like many I have been tempted to take what they believe to heart. What I have found is that what I know
personally about my interactions with God are more important to my well being than what others may speculate about me. My purpose is not to have
you think like I do, but to share how personally clarifying for myself what I believe has been a way I have found to deal with the toxic religious ideas of
others. This personal work has helped me deal with internalized transphobia. My hope that my spiritual struggles may be of help to yours. My answers
to my spiritual questions may not be yours, but my hope is that your answers to your questions will be just as helpful in your transition.
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Body and Brain Yoga
Emelda Nim

Hemlock

This class will concentrate on light stretching, proper breathing, meditation, relaxation and an introduction to Tai Chi. Loose and comfortable clothing
such as Yoga pants, sweat pants, T-shirt and socks are needed, Shorts are not recommended. The class will slowly progress from simple stretching to
prepare for further exercise, instruction on proper breathing and explanation why proper breathing is important everyday. You'll be taught ways to relax
and meditate for everyday life, and accumulation of energy. Introduction to Tai Chi to show further ways to relax and focusing on rebalancing your
body.

Roadmap for Getting Trans Health Care Covered by Insurance
Noah Lewis

CE

Salon C

Does my health insurance cover transgender-related health care? I’ve received a denial—how do I appeal it? My plan has an explicit exclusion—is
there any way for me to challenge that? In most situations, denying trans-related health care is illegal, but it’s still all too common because most people
don’t know their rights. Learn how you can fight back and be part of the movement for insurance equality for trans people.

FTM Top and Bottom Surgery: Superior Aesthetic Results in a Customized One-Stage Procedure
Dr. Sherman Leis

CE

Salon D

Options for FTM Top Surgery will be presented and variety of cases will demonstrate excellent results in masculinization of the chest. Options for Phalloplasty will also be discussed. Dr. Leis will utilize multiple case presentations to demonstrate superior aesthetic results obtainable utilizing abdominal
or groin flaps for Phalloplasty, labial deconstruction for Scrotoplasty and the options of testicular and penile implants. This surgery is done in one stage
and results in a sensate penis via clitoral transposition, no obvious deformity of the donor site such as occurs in the forearm flap procedure, and the
ability to have sexual intercourse with erotic sensation.

Couple's Therapy
Dr. Michele Angello

CE

Salon E

Dr. Michele Angello devotes much of her practice to counseling couples with a transgender or transitioning partner. In this workshop- open to all who
are in a committed relationship that contains a transgender or gender non-conforming person- she will engage the audience in discussing typical problems and will suggest methods for their resolution. She will also serve as moderator so participants can share their own experiences and issues in a
collective and supporting setting.
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Saturday 10:00 AM
Tea Time with Jenny
Jenny Jensen

Ash

For those of you that are attending the Keystone Conference for the first time or feel you need a little moral support, join Jenny Jensen as she hosts
'Tea Time with Jenny.' It’s an informal gathering of first timers, newcomers and anxious attendees in a comfortable and discreet setting. It’s an opportunity for those that are unsure of themselves and want to start off their Keystone experience on a good footing, learn a little more about the conference and how it can help them.
We can also provide you with a Big Sister or Big Brother to help you get through the apprehension, worry and nervousness you might be feeling attending the Conference. For more information and to sign up for 'Tea Time with Jenny' contact Jenny at HelpingHand@Keystone-Conference.org to
start your Keystone Conference off on a positive and enjoyable note. 'Tea Time with Jenny' starts each morning at 10 am in the Dog and Pony Lounge.

Saturday 10:30 AM
Sephora's "Bold Beauty for the Transgender Community"
Hosted by JC Penney's

Offsite

The Bold Beauty for the Transgender Community classes provide a safe, welcoming, and inclusive experience, where transgender and non-binary
clients can explore their own personal beauty style. Specifically, clients receive skincare tips, find the best shades for their complexion, and learn how
to color correct and create a flawless finish. This 45 minute class will be facilitated by our Sephora Freestanding Senior Artist at the JCPenney's located immediately behind the hotel. (JCPenney at High Pointe Commons, 4680 High Pointe Blvd, Harrisburg). Seating is limited to the first 50 who signup
so reserve your spot now. Questions? Call 717 561-2124 or visit the Sephora Counter in JCPenney.

Quiet Space

Hemlock

Open to those needing a quiet space to reflect. Open from 10:30 am to 3:15 pm on Saturday.

Don't Over Think It
Karen Holmes

Ash

How to be successful with your family, friends, and on the job once you decide to transition. Building a platform for yourself so that others will accept
you for who you are. Trying to get the community to understand that everyone they meet on the street are not against them once they are spotted to be
transgender. How to cope with it and get pass the negative talk and/or comments, and how to carry and respond with pride once you are spotted.

Advocating for Kids in Schools
Lindsey Lughes

Birch

This interactive workshop aims to provide practical tools parents, counselors, and educators can implement to support transgender youth in schools K12. From making a transition plan to auditing the inclusivity of the physical building, there are many ways folks can increase support for children and
young adults. Participants will leave with increased knowledge to serve as a support person and aspiring ally for transgender youth.

Spouse's Circle of Positivity (Spouse/SO only)
Peg Fram

Chestnut

With so many things stacked against us when our spouses come out as transgender we need to find a safe space to share our feelings. We will have a
round table discussion and some relationship worksheets to work through. Remember why we love them, remember why we fight for our relationship.

Uncharted Waters: Navigating Gender Transition in the Workplace
Stephanie Shostak

Dogwood

One of the scariest and most difficult things anyone can face in life is when "Your Bell Goes Off" and you move forward in living your true, authentic
life. I know this as I personally experienced it! It was difficult to tell family and close friends; but the bigger challenge was working through a successful
gender transition in the workplace. There is no one model that will work for everyone but key to a successful pathway is similar. This seminar will allow
you to see my journey, from my eyes. I was the first Manager within the Government of Alberta and the first high level amateur sports referee in North
America to transition. This workshop will recap what I personally experienced and will also include best practices so that you may gain some
knowledge and on how you can set the course for a successful gender transition within your workplace.

Making Cisness Visible: Naming Cis Ideals That Shape Trans Lives
Noah Lewis

CE

Elm

Society is built around the needs of cis people and rarely takes into account the existence of trans people. If we are not aware of cis-centered frameworks, attitudes, and beliefs that are operating around us, we unconsciously adopt them. This workshop provides a structure for making visible hidden
cis ideals so that all people—cis and trans—can stop unconsciously perpetuating the oppression of trans people (including ourselves). Identifying
these systems can be freeing. You will leave with the ability to name cis supremacy when you encounter it and thus be more prepared to eliminate it.
This interactive workshop explores concrete examples of cis idealism in popular culture, the media, the law and places them in a broader context. Making these systems visible can provide a sense of relief and understanding for transgender people. Participants will gain the ability to name cis supremacy when they see it and recognize ways in which they might be contributing to it so that they can take steps to become more trans-positive. We will
also discuss other ways of seeing and speaking that include trans experiences and perspectives and more accurately reflect a reality in which cis and
trans are equal.
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Anxiety - The Elephant in Your Room
Amy Keisling

Fir

CE

Anxiety can be a confusing and frustrating companion. For some, it is a byproduct of gender identity issues. For others, it is an underlying condition
that complicates the process of working though gender identity. This workshop is geared towards addressing some strategies for understanding and
managing anxiety, as well as helping others to be aware of how to help someone who is trying to cope with this condition.

Male-to-Female (MTF) Gender Affirming Surgical Options - A Comprehensive Guide
Dr. Kathy Rumer

Salon C

CE

During this workshop, Dr. Rumer will present a detailed discussion of the most common gender affirming surgical options available to the transitioning
male-to-female individual. These surgical procedures will be presented from the pre-operative, operative and post-operative perspectives. The surgical
procedures that will be presented include genital surgery (single-stage penile inversion vaginoplasty and orchiectomy), chest feminization (breast augmentation), facial feminization (brow lift, brow shave, blepharoplasty, face lift, lip shortening, tracheal shave, rhinoplasty and fat grafting), body contouring (liposuction and Brazilian butt lift) and hair transplantation (scalp and eyebrows). Illustrations and before/after photographs will be presented to
support the discussion. Dr. Rumer welcomes questions and audience participation throughout her presentation.

US Department of Veterans Affairs - Proudly Serving All Who Served
Maureen Brackey & Rebecca Sanders

Salon D

There is much confusion about what services are available for LGBTQ+ Veterans through the VA Healthcare System. Department of Defense (DOD)
and Veterans Affairs are not the same. Despite the Supreme Court's recent ruling concerning transgender service members in the DOD, VHA will continue to treat ALL qualified Veterans including member of the LGBTQ+ community. This workshop will review the most recent directives put forth by the
VA regarding health care for LGBTQ+ Veterans and how all VHA medical centers and community clinics are prepared to treat the healthcare of qualified Veterans no matter what their gender identity is. Come hear how the VHA will support our transgender veterans.

Female to Male Surgical Options: Genital, Chest, and Revisions/Repairs
Dr. Ellie Ley

Salon E

CE

A PowerPoint Presentation discussing current surgical techniques, a discussion of procedures, risks and complications, before and after photos with
time for questions and answers. She is available for brief individual one on one visits. You may contact our office at 866-876-6329 if you wish to schedule a one on one visit. Formal or longer consultations need to be scheduled at our Scottsdale office at 866-876-6329.

Saturday 12:00 PM
Saturday Luncheon with Guest Speaker Christine Hallquist

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Christine Hallquist is a transformative business executive, a leader in creating solutions to climate change, a developer of the electric grid of the future,
the first transgender CEO in the United States to transition on the job and the first transgender major party gubernatorial candidate in the nation. Knowing she was different from her peers in parochial school and often bullied for being perceived as such, Christine learned to perfect the role of acting as
a “man” which served her well for many years. As a young executive manager she transformed her tech industry by boldly handing power to the employees whose expertise was the backbone of the company’s success. Later as CEO of Vermont Electric Cooperative—Vermont’s second largest
electric utility—she led the company from the verge of bankruptcy to becoming the most innovative in the nation and whose financial rating moved from
a dismal BBB- to a stellar A+. While there she transitioned gender, seamlessly and seemingly as natural a move as the transition of the business she
led. In January of 2018 Christine, inspired by a group of high school students, made the momentous decision to run for Governor of the state of Vermont. Despite tremendous odds against her she was elected the Democratic Party candidate and was endorsed by many key figures in U.S politics
including Barack Obama, Elizabeth Warren and Joe Biden. Though she ultimately ceded office to the Republican incumbent in November, Christine’s
clear-headed campaign, focused on solving critical issues and not on personal ambition, set a precedent for all women and minorities who seek to
positively influence our nation’s progress.

Alexis Lake, MSS, LSW
Licensed Social Worker

www.alaketherapy.com

Now offering on-line sessions

100 Highlands Drive,
Suite 301C
Lititz, PA 17543

412 E. King Street
Malvern, PA 19355

Call me at 717-575-3757
Or email me at alaketherapy@gmail.com

“I look forward to working with you along your journey.”
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Saturday 2:00 PM
Writing Your Coming Out Letter
Sophie Lynne

Ash

Declaring your Truth to the world, also known as "Coming Out," is one of the hardest things a person will ever do in their lifetimes. Coming out affects
everything and everyone in your life. Many people choose to do this via the written word, be it read in person, sent via email, or posted on social media. This workshop will cover two types of the "Coming out" letter: Personal and Professional. While each person's experiences are unique, there are
enough commonalities that we share that we can learn from each other. What NEEDS to be said? How do I say it professionally? How can I write my
letter to give me the maximum possibility of acceptance? These topics will be covered and more, by sharing the letters of those who have already gone
through the process, as well group discussion.

Understanding Blame and Shame and How to Work through Them
Glenn Koenig

Birch

Why do we often blame each other or ourselves? Where does shame come from and why is it so often difficult to overcome? In this workshop we will
look at the origin of these two feelings from a new perspective as we seek to understand the role they play in our lives. The workshop includes a brief
presentation and involves some simple exercises in which you are welcome to participate. So bring your curiosity, your sense of humor, and let’s explore together. Youth are welcome.

Trans Male-Specific Health Care and Accessibility
Tobias Gurl

Chestnut

From the first hysterectomies and phalloplasties onward, trans men have always relied on innovations developed by and for cisgender people for their
healthcare. This presentation contrasts our patchwork of current systems with an ideal world in which the health of trans men is treated as a priority.
Exploring everything from cervical cancer screening procedures to insurance discrimination, this presentation will cover our current research and accessibility gaps that lead to an overall reduced quality of life for trans men.

Wigs Talk! Be Beautiful, Be Empowered, Be YOU
Katherine Cartmell

Dogwood

Wigs are a beautiful solution for hair loss, but these simple accessories create their own challenges. What style from a thousand choices? What color?
What cap features? Then comes the hard part: what will people think? Showing wigs from her own collection, Kate answers everything you ever wondered about wig life - and teaches you to LOVE your new hair. Relax, ask questions, laugh, share your own wig journey!

Trans Youth Policy and Advocacy
Jason Landau Goodman & Preston Heldibridle

Elm

Young transgender and gender expansive Pennsylvanians have unique and often challenging experiences in affirming their gender under the law.
Adopting effective policies, as well as ensuring their successful implementation, can be crucial for trans youth. This session will educate participants on
the local, state, and federal laws, and educational programs, that have direct impact on trans youth. Participants will gain valuable skills to use in their
home communities in the push toward trans youth justice. We will also examine several case studies of anti-trans discrimination involving youth in
Pennsylvania.

Transgender Military Service Through The Years
Bree Fram

Fir

This workshop will be a panel presentation by veterans and active duty service members from the Vietnam era through today. Panelists will discuss
what it meant to be transgender during their time of service, the major events leading up to open service, and where we go from here. Will open service continue or will the ban that is before the courts be implemented? Our panelists will provide their opinions and answer questions from the audience. Major topics: Service in the Closet, Don't Ask/Don't Tell Implementation and Repeal, Coming Out, Open Service The panel will be moderated by
Lt Col B Fram, USAF Active Duty.

Male-to-Female (MTF) Gender Affirming Surgical Options - A Comprehensive Guide
Dr. Kathy Rumer

CE

Salon C

During this workshop, Dr. Rumer will present a detailed discussion of the most common gender affirming surgical options available to the transitioning
male-to-female individual. These surgical procedures will be presented from the pre-operative, operative and post-operative perspectives. The surgical
procedures that will be presented include genital surgery (single-stage penile inversion vaginoplasty and orchiectomy), chest feminization (breast augmentation), facial feminization (brow lift, brow shave, blepharoplasty, face lift, lip shortening, tracheal shave, rhinoplasty and fat grafting), body contouring (liposuction and Brazilian butt lift) and hair transplantation (scalp and eyebrows). Illustrations and before/after photographs will be presented to
support the discussion. Dr. Rumer welcomes questions and audience participation throughout her presentation.

My SO is Trans...!
Group Discussion

Salon E

This participatory workshop will explore issues faced by couples--married or otherwise--that contain one transgender partner. We’ll try to learn what
techniques and methods can help committed relationships survive the “T storm”.
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Saturday 3:30 PM
Transition and Recovery: The Balancing Act
Amy Keisling

CE

Ash

Are you in recovery from alcohol or drug abuse? Having a social and support group during transition can be challenging if working your program prevents you from working the available social activities. Going out publicly as who you are can be an anxiety-producing experience : lots of social events
can be alcohol-centered. How can someone in recovery find support and connection without risking relapse? The goal of this workshop is to provide a
place of safety and understanding for attendees in recovery. Come share and build support for yourself and others.

Feminizing the Voice - Comparing Surgical Options
Dr. James Thomas

Birch

Dr. Thomas will demonstrate how vocal cords function using video recordings of male, female and surgically altered vocal cords. Pitch and resonance
are affected by the anatomy as well as how the anatomy is used. Surgical modification of the voicebox will be discussed, including Feminization Laryngoplasty (FemLar), one type of vocal cord (laryngeal) surgery designed to obtain a more feminine sounding voice in male to female transgender patients. Several other types of procedures target the frequency or pitch of the resting speaking voice to various degrees. CricoThryoid Approximation
(CTA), vocal cord webbing, laser vocal cord thinning and pharyngeal narrowing procedures will be discussed and compared. He will discuss risks and
inadequate outcomes as well as successful interventions. At the conclusion of this lecture, the listener should better understanding the concepts that
can help in decision-making about voice therapy as well as when, if and what type of surgeries to consider.

Living with Crossdressing: Defining a New Normal
Savannah Hauk & Judy Swain

Chestnut

Somewhere amid the misconceptions, stereotypes, and ignorance is the truth about non-transitioning crossdressing men. But more than that is the
strength and care of the women who continue to love and support them. How can they work through the initial shock, fear and stress of knowing this
new side of him? What does he need to understand about and assist In the discovery process so that his crossdressing can become a positive part of
their ongoing relationship? Join us as we tackle what happens after a crossdressing man reveals himself to or is discovered by his significant other and
learn about the changed dynamic between a woman and her crossdressing man.

Historic Men and Moments | The FTM Community since Y2K
Jason Ballard

Dogwood

What a time to be alive? Just a decade ago our only source of information for something as important as, I don't know, our gender identities? was either Boys Don't Cry or Jerry Springer and trashy day time TV. Then, we had hidden underground groups and emails loops that provided information to
those looking for it. Now, Trans Men are being featured on the covers of Men's Health, in Nike Commercials, and as Actors in movies like Spider-Man.
What happened in the middle?

How We Win: Advocating for LGBTQ Equality in Pennsylvania
Jason Landau Goodman & Preston Heldibridle

Elm

Pennsylvania remains a difficult place for many people to be openly LGBTQ under the law. Our state legislature has adopted no law currently in effect
to ban anti-LGBTQ discrimination or violence in our schools and communities. To demand equality under local and state laws, we must be strategic in
all our efforts. This session will provide you with a clear understanding of LGBTQ civil rights in Pennsylvania - our histories, present, and future agendas from Harrisburg. Participants will learn important tools you can use back in your communities to advance critical social and economic justice work.

Safe Relationships in Transition: Who Should I Share Information with and Who Don’t I Have to?
Dr. Michele Angello

CE

Fir

What happens when we begin to develop new friendships or when it is time to date while transitioning or after transition? This is a discussion group
about sharing and not sharing personal information and when. Should I share my transition? What are the safer practices when the time comes to start
dating? What safety measures could be put in place to make sure everyone gets the best out of their relationships? Come find what is right for you and
the people in your life meet along your journey.

SO What Now? (Spouses and Significant Others Only)
Alexis Lake

CE

Hemlock

As you come to the end of what may have been your first or tenth Keystone Conference, you may be wondering “what now?” Having the chance to talk
with other significant others can be a rare and meaningful experience. This workshop will focus on sharing some of the questions, challenges and opportunities faced by anyone who is in a relationship with someone who is transgender. Particular focus will be on preparing to return home and creating
a personal support network. This workshop is open only to spouses and significant others of transgender/GQ individuals. There are many wonderful
things that happen at Keystone every year, one of the best is the supportive connections that are made!
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The Philadelphia Center
for Transgender Surgery
Workshop Schedule at Keystone
2:00 pm
Salon D

Workshop “Facial Feminization: Customized Evaluation and
Treatment for Optimal Results ”

9:00 am
Salon D

Workshop “FTM Top and Bottom Surgery: Superior Aesthetic Results in a
Customized One-Stage Procedure ”

3:30 pm
in Salon E

Workshop “MTF Top and Bottom Surgery: Aesthetically Natural and Functional Results in a One-Stage Procedure”

Workshop Descriptions
Facial Feminization: Customized Evaluation and Treatment for Optimal Results
Dr. Leis will demonstrate and explain classic prototypes of masculine and feminine facial features. He will discuss a variety of options for feminizing facial features and demonstrate that in
the majority of cases, excellent results can be obtained without extensive and expensive craniofacial surgery. Cases are shown demonstrating excellent and natural results from selective and
customized facial feminization procedures.

FTM Top and Bottom Surgery: Superior Aesthetic Results in a Customized OneStage Procedure
Options for FTM Top Surgery will be presented and variety of cases will demonstrate excellent
results in masculinization of the chest. Options for Phalloplasty will also be discussed. Dr. Leis
will utilize multiple case presentations to demonstrate superior aesthetic results obtainable utilizing abdominal or groin flaps for Phalloplasty, labial deconstruction for Scrotoplasty and the
options of testicular and penile implants. This surgery is done in one stage and results in a sensate penis via clitoral transposition, no obvious deformity of the donor site such as occurs in the
forearm flap procedure, and the ability to have sexual intercourse with erotic sensation.

Workshop “MTF Top and Bottom Surgery: Aesthetically Natural and Functional
Results in a One-Stage Procedure”
Options for breast augmentation will be discussed and demonstrated including choice of incisions, shape and size of implant, saline versus silicone, placement of implants above or below
the muscle, etc. Dr. Leis will also discuss his technique of one-stage vaginoplasty utilizing the
penile inversion technique, neo-clitoris construction, and scrotal skin graft to increase vaginal
depth. Recent cases will be demonstrated to show the natural results obtained with these techniques.
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Saturday 3:30 PM (continued)
Choosing Growth in Transition
Professor Fawn Oates

CE

Salon C

Gender transition can be a whirlwind of emotional experiences for the person transitioning, and for their friends and family members as well. Come to a
better understanding of your personal experiences by giving space and acceptance to the feelings of loss that accompany any significant life change.
Gain concrete understandings of the source of our reactions and ways to gain emotional growth and resilience through difficulties, rather than getting
lost in the trauma and fear. *This is written specifically for those experiencing gender transition but is applicable for friends, family, and clinicians.

MTF Top and Bottom Surgery: Aesthetically Natural and Functional Results
in a One-Stage Procedure
Dr. Sherman Leis

CE

Salon E

Options for breast augmentation will be discussed and demonstrated including choice of incisions, shape and size of implant, saline versus silicone,
placement of implants above or below the muscle, etc. Dr. Leis will also discuss his technique of one-stage vaginoplasty utilizing the penile inversion
technique, neo-clitoris construction, and scrotal skin graft to increase vaginal depth. Recent cases will be demonstrated to show the natural results
obtained with these techniques.

Saturday 5:00 PM
Friends of Bill W. Meeting
Hosted by Sibil G.

Ash

This meeting welcomes those who think they have a problem with alcohol and/or any other substance, and will be based on the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous, a fellowship of people who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help
others to recover. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy; neither
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help others to achieve sobriety.

Keystone/FTM Magazine Transmen Reception
Hosted by Mason Luke & Jason Ballard

Dogwood

This is a Transmen-only (and their significant others and family) reception with refreshments. Come meet some of the other guys at the conference
and share your stories, humor, challenges and successes.

Saturday 6:00 PM
Keystone Gala Reception with Musical Entertainment
Musical Entertainment by Amy Alley & Lana Gibbens

Assembly Area

Amy Alley grew up writing songs and poetry as a way to give a voice to the things that she was either too quiet to say or too afraid to share. Lana Gibbens has spent years playing upright bass on stage and in the studio. Coming from the trans community the two together bring a unique voice to Appalachian music.

Saturday 7:00 PM
Saturday Gala Dinner with Keynote Speaker Kimberly Shappley

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Kimberly Shappley works as Faith Outreach Coordinator for Equality Texas, is a registered nurse and mom of a whole bunch of amazing people, including a transgender daughter who has turned Kimberly into an accidental advocate. Kimberly is a nationally recognized sought-after speaker as a
Southern Conservative Christian parent of a transgender child. Her family’s story has been shared on The TODAY Show, Vice HBO, Good Housekeeping, Teen Vogue, and several national and international women’s magazines. Her recent work includes speaking at Pride festivals across Texas,
medical and mental health conferences, Christian congregations and women’s retreats. She has also been a featured speaker at multiple press conferences as a political activist for LGBTQ civil rights.

Saturday 9:00 PM
Musical Entertainment by Wicked Jezebel
Hosted by Wicked Jezebel

Commonwealth
Ballroom

Keystone’s Hallmark event, the Gala Dance Saturday night will be the highpoint of the entire conference and bring to a close another successful celebration of gender diversity. The most shy and demur wallflower will spend hours looking for the perfect gown, classy dancing shoes and an amazing
hairdo for the final night of fun and celebration. Even the guys will spend time at local haberdashery’s finding ideal apparel for that dapper look and to
dress to impress. Try some new moves on the dance floor while enjoying the company of new found friends, old acquaintances and leave with great
memories. The night will be electric and one you will never forget. Once again, we have Wicked Jezebel, DC’s award winning all girl band delivering
hits from all of the partying decades to the whole Mid Atlantic!. 60's Motown, 70's Disco, classic rock, the wicked 80's, to the grungy/techno 90's with a
"tad" of today, Wicked Jezabel delivers the best party atmosphere anywhere!

Saturday 10:30 PM
Saturday Keystone After Party

Dog & Pony Lounge

Gather in the Sheraton's Dog & Pony Lounge for some social time!
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Sunday Overview
Host/Presenter

Location

8:00 am
Brunch at the Sheraton

Dog & Pony
Restaurant

10:00 am
Church Service at Market Square Presbyterian Church

Jennifer Lehman
Karen Lehman

Front Lobby

Sunday 8:00 AM
Brunch at the Sheraton

Ash

Say goodbye one last time at brunch in the Dog & Pony Restaurant. The Sheraton Hotel offers 10% off your ticket. Coupon is in your registration packet.

Sunday 10:00 AM
Church Service at Market Square Presbyterian Church
Jennifer Lehman
Karen Lehman

Front Lobby

Reverend Kelly Wiant and the Market Square Presbyterian Church invite all Keystone Conference attendees to join them at their Sunday, March 24th
11:00 am Worship Service. The church is located at 20 S. Second St., Harrisburg, PA 17101. Please meet in the hotel lobby at 10:00 am so that we
can make the 10:30 am Coffee Social. The event hostesses Jennifer and Karen Lehman will coordinate the 10 minute drive to downtown Harrisburg.
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Presenter Bios
Dr. Michele Angello

Certified Clinical Sexologist and Gender Specialist
Dr. Michele Angello works with gender variant youth and adults. She
offers individual, group and family therapy, as well as corporate education and training on a variety of issues of sexuality and has presented
internationally on her work with trans-youth and working with children of
transitioning parents. She facilitates several monthly support groups for
transgender adults, youth and parents. Dr. Angello is often called on to
speak as an expert on transgender issues to universities, corporations
and the media. She has appeared on Larry King Live, the Tyra Banks
Show, and various documentaries. She base her practice in Paoli, PA.

Ms. Yuki Arai

Certified Professional Electrologist / State Lisenced Electrologist
Founder and Electrologist of New York Electrolysis Office, Yuki Arai
began her career as an Esthetician and Electrologist in Japan. She relocated to the United States in 2001 and in 2013 moved to her own dedicated electrolysis office in Manhattan's Flatiron district. Yuki takes great
pride in specializing in hair removal for transgender clients in all stages
of transition, and particularly in the run-up to Gender Reassignment
Surgery. She has been a part of surgery preparation teams in New York
and has also observed vaginoplasty and phalloplasty procedures in
California and Texas. She is also a member of WPATH, AEA & NYEA.

Mr. Jason Ballard

Editor In Chief | FTM Magazine

Professors" at Nazareth College in Rochester, NY. There he established
himself as a leader in the Transgender Community on the National
Speakers Bureau of the OUT Alliance, founded resources for the FTM/
Trans Community, and sat on Boards for Organizations in the area.
Jason and his family live just outside West Chester now, and he's recently taken the mantle of Editor In Chief of FTM Magazine.

Dr. Judith Bienvenu
Jude & Susan Bienvenu were married in 2002. Jude’s transition process
lasted from 2004 through 2009, and we are still together and very, very
happy. Jude transitioned at work and is now the chief engineer of her
department. Susan is a practicing acupuncturist, with certificates in Chinese herbal medicine and animal acupuncture. They have been presenting at Keystone since the conference started, and have also presented at First Event. Susan has a Masters of Social Work and the Masters of Oriental Medicine degrees.

Ms. Susan Bienvenu
MSW, MAc

Susan is a Licensed Clinical Acupuncturist with a background in Social
Work and in managing large software project teams. She is married to
Judith (Jude) Bienvenu, who transitioned in 2009 and is the stepmom to
Jude's two adult children. Susan and Jude have a presentation that
describes communication methods for partners progressing through
transition. Susan is willing to be contacted for discussions with SOs
outside of the workshop setting and can meet in the SO Sanctuary during the conference or via email individually.

Jason Robert Ballard was AFAB (assigned female at birth) during the
spring of '87 and grew up in a number of rural areas around New York
State. He attended Sullivan, Orange, and Monroe Colleges with a focus
on Advertising, Marketing, Public Relations, and Graphic Communications. (Do 4 Associates equal a Masters?). Finishing out his "Tour de
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Ms. Maureen Brackey
LGBT Care Coordinator

Maureen Brackey, LCSW, IPVC, YT200 is a Senior Social Worker and
the LGBT Care Coordinator at the Lebanon VA. She has taught
LGBTQ+ Tolerance and Awareness at Bryn Mawr and Cleveland State
University as a continuing education course in addition to a course dedicated to Transgender Tolerance and Awareness. Ms. Brackey has
taught at Shippensburg University on LGBTQ+ history at the Bachelors
Level and continues to promote awareness and cultural competency to
clinicians for CEUs, students of her classes and colleagues and cohorts
at the Lebanon VA Medical Center.

Mr. Carter Brown

Black Transmen, Inc., Executive Director
Carter Brown is the Founder and Executive Director of Black Transmen,
Inc., the first national, non-profit, Black trans led organization. Brown's
active leadership has greatly impacted the empowerment of the Black
Trans community through social advocacy, positive visibility, and building strong leadership. Currently, Brown actively leads a host of over 40
board, staff and volunteer members of the organization, and continues
to multiply the presence of the organization; having built over 9 state
chapters throughout the U.S. His work, along with BTMI's subsidiary,
Black Trans Advocacy Coalition (BTAC), is based in peace building,
community education, public policy initiatives, empowerment programs
and direct services. Black Trans Advocacy works with communities in
the U.S. and across the globe to foster diversity, inclusion and equality
for all people. Through his paramount leadership in the movement for
Black Trans equality, Brown has pioneered others by example to
“Become The Change You Want To See In The World”.

Ms. Irina Cardos

Electrologist & Esthetician
At Precision Hair Removal and Skin Care, Irina and her team provide
cutting edge services to those in need of electrolysis and advanced skin
care. She has studied at Accurate Academy of Electrology to become an
Illinois State Licensed Electrologist (LE) and Estelle Skin Care and Spa
Institute to become an Illinois State Licensed Esthetician. She has also
been tested through the International Board of Electrologist Certification
(IBEC) and holds the highest title of Certified Professional Electrologist
(CPE). She and her team maintain the highest sanitation and sterilization standards and provide the most effective electrolysis care. Irina and
the Precision team are members of the American Electrology Association and Electrology Association of Illinois. Precision uses the most advanced permanent hair removal technology known to date and provides
client-specific care. Precision Hair Removal and Skin Care is the only
electrolysis provider in North America that offers prescription strength
topical lidocaine, intravenous sedation ("twilight sleep") with lidocaine
local nerve and field blocks during transgender MTF facial feminization
and pre-SRS/GCS permanent hair removal. This sedation protocol offers the opportunity to clear the entire face and neck of hair in 1 to 2
days with up to a 40% reduction per clearing. So, if your lifestyle is such
that you don’t want to let your facial hair grow out before each visit to a
traditional electrologist, this is your answer. The Precision team performs Large Volume Hair Removal sessions at The Zukowski Center For
Cosmetic Surgery in a private, professional environment for your convenience and comfort.

Rev. Joanne Carroll

Executive Director, Trans Advocacy Pennsylvania
Joanne M. Carroll is the Past President of TransCentralPA; an organization committed to providing advocacy and caring support for transgender
individuals, their significant others, families, friends and allies.
TransCentralPA also provides gender education and information to businesses, organizations, educational institutions and governmental agencies. She is a Commissioner on the Pennsylvania Commission for
LGBTQ Affairs, is a former President and Vice-President of Equality PA,
a member of the Governor's LGBT Work Group, Member of the President's Commission for Gender and Sexuality at Millersville University,
and is a member of the Transgender American Veteran's Association.

She is also a member of the Penn Central UCC Open and Affirming
Ministry Team and is an active member of Lancaster County Embrace, a
group providing support to congregations that affirm LGBTQ persons of
faith, and by the way, she is an ordained Minister.

Ms. Katherine Cartmell
Style Consultant

Kate, who has presented style and self-discovery sessions at Keystone
for many years, presents a new topic that impacts so many - if not most
- MtF transgender women: wigs! Kate herself has worn wigs for many
years, and has long been on her own "Wig journey" as a full-time wig
wearer. Kate LOVES wigs, and her experience with wigs can be valuable (and inspiring!) whether you're considering wigs, brand new to wigs,
or you're on your very own wig journey. Kate presents honest, unbiased
advice and is not affiliated with any wig seller or brand. Her goal is to
help women embrace the confidence and personal power the right wig
gives you. Feel beautiful, be empowered, be yourself - with wigs!

Jackie Cee
No Bio Provided

Laurie Chism
Beauty Expert

Beauty expert & master hairpiece designer, Laurie Chism is an author
and founder of Everyday Beautiful. Laurie Chism is an industry leader
specializing in both custom hairpieces and plant based skin care/
cosmetic formulas, makeup instruction, and artistry. Member of AICI and
NTTI, Laurie is a lifelong resident of the Tampa Bay area with over
25 years experience in the fashion and beauty industry. Laurie is constantly staying up to date on the very latest beauty trends both by attending and teaching at industry trade shows all over the world. Driven
by her love of helping people Laurie’s & her team of experts are constantly innovating new formulas & techniques to keep clients looking and
feeling extraordinary. Laurie passionately strives to make a difference
and have a positive impact on her community and in the lives of others.

Terri Clark

Consultant Trainer
Terri has been doing work in health education, training, and facilitation
for nearly 30 years. She is a certified trainer with SAGE (Services and
Advocacy for LGBT Elders), and serves on the American Society on
Aging’s Leadership Council of their LGBT Aging Issues Network (LAIN)
constituent group. Terri is the Coordinator of Prevention Services at
Action Wellness in Philadelphia, PA. She is an advisory board member
of Philadelphia Corporation for Aging’s Health and Wellness Committee
and is currently working on a number of projects to advance the field of
sexuality and aging, including the sexual health of older adults. Terri is
co-author and editor for the teaching manual, “25 Great Lesson Plans
about Sexual Orientation”. She has taught at the undergraduate and
graduate levels for over 20 years, and developed a course entitled
“LGBT Health Disparities”. She has been a consultant to colleges and
organizations to establish inclusive programming and services for diverse LGBT communities. Throughout her career in public health, Terri
has been an advocate for gender equality and sexual health across the
lifecycle. Terri is a graduate of Hunter College with a Master’s in Public
Health, Community Health Education. She received her B.A. in Sociology and Communication from the University of Buffalo.

Ms. Janelle Crossley

Gender Identity Advocate
Janelle Kayla Crossley is an advocate for gender identity in Central, Pa.
and surrounding areas for 6+ years. Her passion is bringing visibility,
awareness and education of gender identity to society in hopes of gaining equality for all. Since her transition 6 years ago she have become a
volunteer with many organizations with in my community including becoming a Big Sister of Big Brothers/Big Sisters as well as serving on
local boards for organizations that are bettering our communities.
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Ms. Victoria Datta

Ms. Holly Evans

Victoria Datta is a successful professional executive in the pharmaceutical industry for the past 20 years, managing marketing and sales for
small orphan/specialty product to mega-blockbusters. She successfully
transitioned on the job between 2012 thru 2015, and currently is leading
LGBTQ diversity & inclusion efforts at her employer. She not only transitioned herself on the job but got her current employer to add Trans surgery benefits to their list of healthcare benefits. Victoria is also active in
trans advocacy through her employer and volunteering her time to advance policy positions through local legislators in New Jersey.

Ms. Evans is a Professional Engineer with over 35 years of Experience.
She is the President of Evans Engineering Inc a Civil and Structural
Engineering firm based out of Harrisburg Pa, A company she started in
1989. She is also a Senior Partner in Strata Development, a Construction Management Company, as well as a partner in the firm Modern
Architectural Design and the Managing Member in Blue Mountain Properties LLC. All Companies started by Ms. Evans. In Her professional
career Ms. Evans has worked with companies such as Amazon, Pepsi,
Hershey, Proctor and Gamble, Whirlpool, and Prologis Corp. In preforming her work she interacts with corporate executives, lawyers, contractors and various government agencies. In April 2018 Ms. Evans publicly
transitioned and began working full time as her authentic self. Throughout her transition she has found acceptance from her business partners,
clients, piers and co-workers.

Director of Marketing & Market Access Strategy

PE

Mrs. Masha-Leah Dinah
Masha-Leah is a Jewish transgender woman who finally started living
authentically at the age of 60. Recently retired from the Tech Industry,
she is an accomplished inventor with over 157 filed patents. Nowadays,
she spends her time giving back to the community by being on the board
of several LGBTQI Socially Responsible Organizations and is fully engaged in fighting hateful legislation by meeting with legislators, testifying,
picketing and protesting to make the world a better place to live. This is
her fifth year of attending the Keystone Conference.

Ms. Magdalene Edwards
No Bio Provided

Bree Fram

Lieutenant Colonel, US Air Force
Lieutenant Colonel Bryan Bree Fram, B, is an active duty astronautical
engineer (rocket scientist) in the US Air Force currently serving as Materiel Leader, Cyberspace Integration and Transition at the Air Force Research Laboratory in Rome, NY. Previously B was the Iraq Country
Director in Air Force International Affairs stationed at the Pentagon responsible for overseeing all Air Force security cooperation with Iraq. In
earlier assignments Lt Col Fram was the executive officer in the Air
Force Directorate of Strategic Plans, a Legislative Fellowship at the US
Capitol serving on the staff of Congresswoman Madeleine Bordallo,
served multiple tours as a program manager for satellite and technology
programs and deployed to Qatar and Iraq as part of Operation Iraqi
Freedom. B publicly came out as transgender (gender-fluid/non-binary)
on the day the transgender ban in the military was dropped in 2016. B's
pronouns are based on gender-presentation, electronically either work.
B has received the warm support of friends, family and colleagues.| Lt
Col Fram is a board member of SPART*A, an organization that advocates and educates about transgender military service and is dedicated
to the support of over 800 transgender service members. B has provided
educational briefings on transgender and diversity issues to military and
civilian audiences and is available for speaking engagements or media.
B has been married for 14 years to Peg Fram and they have two girls,
age 10 and 6.

Mrs. Peg Fram
Peg Fram is a crafter, military spouse, mother, and wine lover. She
earned degrees in Forensic Anthropology, Forensic Science, and Spanish allowing her to work for medical examiners and police departments
before staying home to raise her two daughters. In addition to child rearing she quilts, sews, paints, knits, and builds/fixes whatever her family
needs. B and Peg Fram have been married for 14 years and they have
two girls, age 10 and 6.

Ms. Sherrie-An Gerhart

LCSW, CDBT, Program Coordinator, PA Psychiatric Institute
Sherrie-An has worked in the local mental health community for almost
two decades. Currently, as a Program Coordinator for the Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Institute (PPI) she oversees an expanding intensive outpatient program (IOP). Sherrie-An’s career has always been founded upon
a desire to serve. She developed her clinical management skills in Lancaster where she worked in progressive roles such as Resource Coordination, Early Intervention, and Administrative Case Management. Upon
completing her graduate work at Widener University, she quickly earned
LCSW board certification. Not satisfied, in 2014 Sherrie-An began employment with PPI where she received scholarship for training in Dialectic Behavioral Therapy (DBT). DBT is a specialized therapy approach
designed specifically to target difficult to treat conditions such as borderline personality disorder and clients with persistent suicidal tendencies.
After completing 80-hours of training, she assisted with the establishment of this treatment program at PPI before being promoted its coordi-
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nator. She has since successfully nurtured this growing program to its
present proportions and is now actively pursuing accreditation. SherieAn’s years and service on behalf of youth and adults alike, has proven
beyond doubt her dedication and endurance as a member of the local
mental health community.

Medal for LGBT Non-Fiction and the Silver Medal for Sexuality and Relationships. She is also the author of a zombie apocalypse series under her
male name.

Mrs. Petra Hayden-Wisnewski
Registered Nurse

Ms. N. Catherine Glenn
N. Catherine Glenn is a semi-retired public high school teacher, published poet and "semi-out" trans-woman. Catherine's poetry (published
under her male name) has appeared in several regional and national
journals. She has won a regional "Poet Laureate" competition and was a
finalist in a well-respected international competition for her second collection of poems, "Forms of Lectio." She regularly speaks to high school
students about the value of maintaining a creative outlet and encourages them to pursue writing that permits the use of more than 280 characters.

Corinne Goodwin

Webmaster - LV Renaissance
Spouse, father, woman, business owner and trans-activist are all words
that describe Corinne. A recipient of the YWCA's Mission award for her
work on behalf of the trans community, Corrine is a professional speaker
and trainer by profession. She is also one of the leaders of Lehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance where she is responsible for its website,
educational and social programming. She also volunteers with the
YWCA and the United Way. She works closely with other leaders in the
LGBT community and writes a quarterly column on transgender issues
for The Gay Journal.

Mr. Tobias Gurl

Petra is a Registered Nurse currently working for The Advocacy Alliance
located in Hershey, Pennsylvania. As part of her role at The Advocacy
Alliance, she educates both individuals and those who support individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Throughout her nursing career, Petra has always had a passion for education and especially
educating those who provide healthcare for individuals who are transgendered. She put together a panel discussion at her community college
in order to provide future nurses with the opportunity to meet and hear
people discussing what experiences they had living as trans-gendered
individuals. Petra also gave a Grand Round at her local hospital educating healthcare providers on how to best serve the trans-gendered population. Petra holds a Bachelor of Science Degree from Millersville University, an Associates in Nursing Degree from Harrisburg Area Community
College and educates frequently in the LGBTQ+ community as well as in
Alternative Lifestyle communities on a variety of topics including relationships and emergency management planning. She is involved with numerous volunteer organizations and gives freely of her time educating communities on a variety of topics.

Preston Heldibridle
State Policy Associate

A recent graduate of the Dallastown Area High School in southern York
County, Preston has served as a State Policy Associate with the Pennsylvania Youth Congress since 2017. His advocacy work largely focuses

AmeriCorps VISTA Care & Prevention Support Specialist
Tobias Gurl is a trans man who's currently serving as the AmeriCorps
VISTA Care & Prevention Support Specialist at the Iowa Department of
Public Health. As part of his job he works to improve the health of
transgender people, especially around sex and substance use. He began his public health career through an internship with the ACLU of
Wisconsin, and has remained dedicated to advocating on behalf of marginalized communities ever since. Tobias’s educational background
includes a B.A. in Health and Society and a minor in Political Science
from Beloit College. He also independently lectures on transgender
health and history, and practices his artwork in his spare time.

Ms. Allyson Hale
Through personal tragedy and traumatic events, Allyson gained a new
perspective and insight regarding human responses, interactions and
reasoning as to why we do and say what we do. With this new
knowledge of herself and her expertise with molding and shaping individuals both physically and mentally, she hopes to help others open the
door to explore this “knowledge” with themselves and others. 2015 was
the start of her own awakening into the individual she needs to be; a
translator of simple human decency. Allyson currently works for the
Massachusetts DOC, Souza Baranowski Correctional Center, and
serves in the Army Reserves/National Guard (17 years of service). She
holds the rank of Sergeant First Class (E-7) and position of Battalion
Staff NCO. She has 30 years of Japanese Jujitsu training and a BA in
Sociology from Framingham State University.

Ms. Savannah Hauk
Author

Savannah Hauk originally from the Detroit area, moved to the boroughs
of New York City over twenty years ago in pursuit of a career in graphic
design and website management. She now lives in South Carolina with
her cis-partner, Judy Swain. She loves dogs, movies, Stephen King
novels, cosplay and comic cons. In addition, crossdressing as a woman
is an integral constant of who she is. Her personal journey—and that
with her partner Judy—is ever-evolving. She is the author of “Living with
Crossdressing: Defining a New Normal”, awarded the 2018 eLit Gold
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on trans youth policy at the local and state levels. Preston supports
PYC’s policy work in state government.

Dr. Gennifer Herley
Psychologist

Dr. Gennifer Herley is a Psychologist and a Transformational Life Coach
who helps individuals develop A Better Life for Their self, with Their
Partner and Their Family. She is the Executive Director of TransNewYork a non profit organization. She is a transgender woman who is
currently transitioning. TransNewYork is a transgender platform and
community built on the importance of collaboration, unique expression,
and individualism — tied in with infinite oneness. We’re committed to
helping others find and express their gender identity in their own way,
and we give the utmost care to all individuals and their families. As part
of our mission, we provide education, advocacy, and resources while
promoting awareness to the community at large, including businesses,
schools, and state and local government agents.

Ms. Karen Holmes

Advocate and Motivational Speaker
Karen Kendra Holmes works for the Federal Government as a Safety
Officer. Karen received on June 7, 2018 by Capital Pride the Engendered Spirit Award. She was also a TED Talk speaker with TEDx Asbury
Park, NJ on May 19, 2018 titled 40 Years and Wandering No More. In
April 2017 she received the 2017 Monica Roberts Advocacy Award. She
was selected in January 2017 by LGBTQ Nation as one of the “Top 50
Successful Transgender Americans You Should Know”. In May of 2015,
she was honored in a special edition among 41 other women from
around the world in The Platform Magazine, for up and inspiring females
who have made a difference with their platform and inspired others with
their positive values towards others. In April 2014 she received the
“Willis Greene Community Service Award” by the Corporation for National & Community Service. In October 2013 she received “Soldier of the
Year”, out of the country, by the State Guard Association of the United
States out of 24 states and 23 thousand soldiers. In December 2012 she
received “Non Commission Officer Soldier of the Year” by the Maryland
State Guard Association and the Maryland Defense Force. She is now
serving with the US Veterans Reserve Corps.

Ms. Keisling's professional focus is on adolescent and adult populations.
She works to address areas of concern such as depression, anxiety,
women's health, and gender diversity. She is deeply interested in and
devotes a significant portion of her practice to issues of gender identity,
the transgender experience, and the many factors that lead to healthy
and satisfying relationships. Having presented at previous Keystone
Conferences, Ms. Keisling is delighted to be returning this year.

Brenda Klitsch

Mazzoni Center Legal Services
Brenda Klitsch is with Mazzoni Center’s Legal Services program, based
in Philadelphia, which provides direct legal services to LGBTQ individuals and families as part of its mission to provide comprehensive health
and wellness services to the LGBTQ community. The two most frequent
legal issues that people contact Mazzoni for assistance with are discrimination and transition-related matters like name changes and correcting
identification documents. Brenda is admitted to legal practice in New
Jersey and, pending admission to legal practice in Pennsylvania, will be
serving as Staff Attorney at Mazzoni Center. Brenda holds a J.D. from
George Washington University Law School and a B.A. from Hampshire
College. Brenda’s pronouns are both she/her/hers and they/them/theirs.

Glenn Koenig

Author/Facilitator
Glenn identifies as a gender queer person who has kept his male body.
He is the author of a recent book, “a man wearing a dress,” a collection
of essays about his life, gender identity, and his vision for a positive
future. In 2001, he began a deep personal investigation of his own sexuality and gender identity. For awhile, he imagined he might be
transgender (on the path to HRT and SRS) but eventually found himself
headed more toward gender fluidity. He wrote the book to help others
understand the process he went through and to support them in their
process. He has now developed a series of workshops to further this
mission. Glenn has a B.A from Goddard College where he first developed his interest in gender studies. He has directed his own education
ever since.

Ms. Alexis Lake

Licensed Clinical Social Worker

Mrs. Stephanie Anne Jeffries
Identity & Privacy Strategist

Stephanie Anne Jeffries is an identity and privacy strategist who's passionate about sharing her experience and knowledge about maintaining
the privacy of your internet identity. With decades of experience in technology marketing and IT/security at the top global corporations in the
marketing data, advertising, and security industries, she's spoken as a
subject matter expert in over 50 event keynotes, speakers panels, webinars, track sessions, and videos - and has appeared on network syndicated news and the highest-rated morning news broadcast in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

Rev. M.C. Johnson
Rev. M. C. Johnson is an ordained clergy member of the United Methodist Church. She holds a MDiv from Asbury Theological Seminary and a
Graduate Certificate in Spiritual Direction from Moravian Theological
Seminary. She is currently a spiritual director in private practice. She is
known for her communion liturgies which she publishes on her website:
Transformingcommunion.com. She and her partner have two grown
sons.

Amy Keisling
ACSW, LCSW

Alexis Lake is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker specializing in individual, couples, partners, and family therapy. She works in private practice in
Malvern and in Lititz, PA. As a graduate of Bryn Mawr College's School
of Social Work and Social Research specializing in Clinical Social Work
she is currently working with a broad spectrum of clients. Among her
areas of expertise are gender identity loss, grief, depression, anxiety,
trauma/PTSD, and relationship difficulties, as they relate to the individual, as well as his or her friends and loved ones. She has had experience
working with acute mental illness in a hospital setting and has interned
as a therapist for a center city Philadelphia clinic that specialized in serving the LGBTQ population. She has been proudly serving the
transgender community for 11 years. Alexis has been a member of
WPATH for 10 years and is a Certified Provider.

Jason Landau Goodman

Executive Director, Pennsylvania Youth Congress
Jason is the founding Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Youth
Congress. He has been a leader in the LGBTQ youth movement for
nearly a decade as the first person to work directly and specifically with
LGBTQ youth on the statewide level in Pennsylvania. Jason is an advocate for LGBTQ rights at the local, state, and national levels. A fifthgeneration Pennsylvanian, Jason is from Lower Merion Township and a
graduate of both the University of Pennsylvania and the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law.

Ms. Keisling is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker with over 30 years
experience working with individuals, couples and families. Her practice
is in Harrisburg, PA at New Passages, Inc. Ms. Keisling earned a Bachelor's Degree from Dickinson College and received a Master's Degree in
Social Work from the University of Pennsylvania. A member of WPATH,
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Liz Leen

Dr. Ellie Ley

Elizabeth Leen, MSW, LCSW is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker and
the Director of Clinic Operations at Alder Health Services. Ms. Leen
specializes in LGBTQ health, individuals infected and affected with HIV/
AIDS and individuals who are traditionally marginalized by the health
care system. Ms. Leen earned a Master’s degree in Social Work from
Shippensburg University, and her work is based out of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Dr. Ellie Ley is a Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon, Board Certified by
The American Board of Plastic Surgery. She left private practice to join
the office of Dr. Toby Meltzer in December of 2015. She has had extensive training and has a true passion for working with the community;
performing GCS and other plastic surgery procedures. She graduated
from Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara and New York Medical
College. Residency in General Surgery at the University of Arizona and
has had fellowships at Craniofacial/Pediatric surgery at Primary Children’s Medical Center in Salt Lake, Hand and Microsurgery at the University of Southern California, and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at
the University of Utah. She is licensed and in good standing with AZ,
CA, and UT Medical Boards. Dr. Ley is published in multiple journals
and has co-written a book chapter on abdominal flaps. She is tri-lingual
in Spanish, Cantonese (conversational) and English.

LCSW

M.D.

Ms. Jennifer Lehman
Ms. Jennifer Lehman is a transgender woman who after a lifetime of
hiding her true feelings executed a successful gender transition in 2013
to begin living her life as her authentic self. She has been married for 34
years to her college sweetheart and has a son (30) and a daughter (26).
Ms. Lehman is currently employed as a program manager developing
innovative optical systems for the department of defense. Ms. Lehman is
very active in her local Lutheran ELCA church where she teaches Sunday school. She bowls competitively in two leagues. Ms. Lehman has
presented workshops on gender transition at the 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017 and 2018 Keystone Conferences, the 2014 and 2018 Philly
Transgender Health / Wellness Conference, the Philadelphia EEOC,
and several local churches and high schools.

Mrs. Karen Lehman

Spouse/SO Director, TransCentralPA
Karen is the Significant Other Program Director of TransCentralPA. She
is married to Jennifer (Jen) who transitioned in 2013. Karen and Jen
have been married for 34 years and have a daughter (26) and a son
(30), daughter-in-law, and granddaughter (21 months). Karen is a Preschool Teacher’s Aide and is a very active member at her Lutheran
ELCA church. Karen is available throughout the conference, in group
sessions and individual meetings as needed. She can be reached after
the conference via email at karen_sotcpa@yahoo.com.

Dr. Sherman Leis

The Philadelphia Center for Transgender Surgery
Sherman N. Leis, D.O., F.A.C.O.S. is Professor and Chairman of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery at The Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. He is Board Certified in General Surgery and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and specializes in all types of transgender surgery.
He is Director and Chief Surgeon at The Philadelphia Center for
Transgender Surgery. The Center represents a team of more than forty
professionals who have expertise in servicing the surgical and nonsurgical needs of transgender individuals and is one of the few comprehensive centers of its type in the United States. Dr. Leis is the Founder
of a Residency Training Program in Philadelphia and over the past thirty
years has trained more than eighty plastic surgeons practicing across
the United States. He is also President, CEO and Principal Clarinet of
the Lower Merion Symphony, a Philadelphia area community orchestra.

Mr. Noah Lewis

Senior Staff Attorney, Transgender Legal Defense & Education
Fund
Noah E. Lewis, Esq. is the Interim Senior Staff Attorney at the
Transgender Legal Defense & Education Fund, a national, New York
City-based organization committed to ending discrimination based upon
gender identity and expression and to achieving equality for transgender
people through public education, test-case litigation, direct legal services, and public policy efforts. Noah also founded Transcend Legal,
which focuses on eliminating barriers to insurance coverage for
transgender-related health care. Noah has also held positions at the
Transgender Law Center and the National LGBTQ Task Force. A native
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Noah is a graduate of the University of
Pittsburgh and was the first openly transgender student to graduate from
Harvard Law School.
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Ms. Lindsey Lughes

Director of Youth Programs, LGBT Center of Central PA
Lindsey Lughes is the Director of Training and Education for the LGBT
Center of Central PA, and previously served as the Director of Youth
Programs for the same organization.. She has been an educator in various capacities and on a number of different subjects but has worked on
LGBTQ rights for over a decade. Currently, Lindsey uses her passion to
conduct several workshops a week on LGBT issues, with a specialization in transgender identities, terminology, and best practices. Lindsey is
a certified trainer by the Transgender Training Institute.

Mr. Mason Luke
Mason Luke is a transman who has been in the adult sales industry for
the last 10+ years. in the last few years his business focus has changed
toward helping trans-masculine folks find products to relieve dysphoria
both in and out of the bedroom. Mason is a product tester and reviewer
for multiple companies and routinely posts his honest and sometimes
comical reviews on YouTube and as a blogger. Through numerous product trials, Mason can help trans-masculine folks find products that fit
their unique needs.

Ms. Sophie Lynne

MEd, Instructional Design
Sophie Lynne is a professional Writer whose work has been published in
international magazines and the New York Times. She is a Transgender
Activist who belongs to several TG groups including Vanity Club, Trans
Central PA, and Greater Philadelphia Renaissance. She is a former
English teacher who holds a Masters degree in Education from Penn
State, and now writes in her spare time while looking for a job. Her
award-winning blog "A Woman Called Sophie" is frequently updated,
and has many followers. She speaks at universities, schools, and businesses about transgender issues, and is on several local LGBT committees. Sophie has been living her Truth publicly for five years. Sophie
was recently accepted for PhD study in Education at Penn State.

Ms. Maryellen Madden
After 42 years practicing litigation as a male in large Philadelphia law
firms, Maryellen came out as a transgender woman in July 2016. Since
that time, Maryellen has tried cases in federal court on issues as diverse
as First Amendment freedom of speech and patent licensing, as well as
practicing before state administrative agencies. Maryellen currently
serves on the Board of Directors of the William Way LGBT Community
Center and as a Commissioner of the Pennsylvania Commission on
LGBT Affairs. She has previously served on boards of directors of a
variety of nonprofit institutions such as TLDEF and the Reading Terminal Market. She has been a presenter on transgender issues to the
Allegheny County Bar Association (2016), Lavender Law (2018) and
Duke University School of Law (2017, 2018). Maryellen and her wife
Judy live in Center City Philadelphia and were married last April in historic Christ Church near their home.
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Marla Meier

Ms. Ann Murdoch

Marla has led the Fort Wayne, Indiana chapter of PFLAG for three
years. PFLAG is a support group that assists with family relationships for
LGBTQ+ individuals, including extended families and the organizations
they depend upon. She also leads the support organization for LGBTQ+
individuals at her company’s local site of 500 people. Much of her time is
spent at her long-time day job as a systems engineer, with her girlfriend
Frances, and helping out her son. Marla attended the Keystone Conference in 2014 and 2016, each time gaining insights that helped her to
understand herself and provided insights used to help others. She transitioned two years ago, an interesting challenge while living and working
primarily with non-diverse middle-aged male coworkers in a conservative corner of a conservative state. She has been incredibly fortunate to
have all members of her family in support.

Mr. Dane Menkin

Divisional Director LGBTQ services & CRNP
Dane has been providing LGBT care for over 10 years with a particular
focus on transcare for children, adolescents, and adults. He has built
programs for care in primary care settings as well as provided the leadership needed in directing course content for building clinical competence for providers in all medical disciplines. He has seen and provided
care for well over 5000 trans and non-binary patients and continues to
be a nationally recognized leader in the field. Dane is a contributor to the
hotline for providers seeking information on the provision of transgender
care, TransLine for 8 years as well as being a member of the Board of
Directors for the Jim Collins Foundation.

Donna Miller

Owner, Donna’s Hair Studio and Spa & Donna’s Wigs
Owner of Donna's Hair Studio and Spa and Donna's Wigs. Involved with
the Trans community for over 35 years. Been to many events and conferences including Keystone for the past several years.

Brittney Minor

Certified MAC Makeup Artist
Brittney has worked in the Harrisburg/Lancaster area for many years as
a certified MAC Makeup artist at MAC Company store and has extensive
experience working with transgender clients.

Ms. Sarah Moore
Sarah A. Moore is a proud member of the Vanity Club who has a passion for helping her community and all victims of crime. She is a veteran
Police Officer that as served as a patrol officer, SWAT team operator
and is currently assigned as a detective to the crimes against persons
unit. She is a court certified expert witness, has authored felony legislation, testified before the legislature and is a tireless advocate for the
rights of victims of crime. She works with local, state and national organizations to improve the law enforcement response to crimes involving at
risk and diverse people groups. She is a respected trainer that presents
to a variety of audiences including the public, law enforcement, medical/
mental health professionals, victim advocate and other groups.

Ann Murdoch is a decorated combat Veteran and retired Army Lieutenant Colonel. A proud, out transwoman, she transitioned in 2016 and has
become a vocal advocate and educator for the rights of transgender
people. She is a professional public speaker on the topics of personal
transformation, diversity & inclusion and leadership and volunteers as a
member of Equality Virginia’s Transgender Advocacy Speakers Bureau.

Ms. Emelda Nim
Dahn Master

Emmy Nim has been involved with Yoga for many years and has risen
to the position of Dahn Master, and teaches in the Chicago area. She
has received extensive training in the United States and Korea. She
teaches Yoga to a broad span of age groups from pre teens to seniors
in their nineties. Her style of teaching is Korean based, and concentrates
of the combination of mind and body. She is an accomplished Red Belt
in Dahn Mundo(Korean Tai Chi), and Holistic healing, Her method concentrates on Stretching, Meditation, Breathing Relaxation, and Brain
Vibrations.

Prof. Fawn Oates
Fawn Oates is a professor at Red Rocks Community College right outside of Denver, Colorado. She has been teaching topic such as sex and
gender for 17 years and has been a vocal representative of the queer
community from a young age. She has appeared on PBS as an anchor
for Colorado Outspoken, a gay news program, and is the founder of
TransNational Advocacy whose goal is to advocate for transgender and
genderqueer people through education.

Ms. Randi Sue Potter
Ms. Potter is a 68 year old transsexual female. She lives in Central Oregon where she is a member of PFLAG, and works as an ally with several transgender support groups, both medical and non-medical. An ordained minister, Ms. Potter's 45+ year career has seen her pastor two
churches, work as a counselor, police officer and investigator, aerospace technical writer and as a professional musician in several capacities. She is the author of a widely distributed booklet titled Gender Dysphoria & Transgender: A Short Primer to Understanding Sex, Sexuality,
Gender and Gender Identity. First published in 2017 it has become
known and reprinted throughout the US and on at least three continents.
Attendees will receive a copy at the end of the session. A seasoned
conference speaker, Ms. Potter has taught at conferences and seminars
throughout the US, and in Europe and Asia.

Natalie Rosario

Certified MAC Makeup Artist
Natalie has worked in the Harrisburg/Lancaster area for many years as
a certified MAC Makeup artist at MAC Company store and has extensive
experience working with transgender clients.

Dr. Jeanine Ruhsam
PhD

Melissa Morton
Melissa Morton is an attorney turned accountant who has been interested in history for many years. Melissa graduated from Davidson College
with a B.A. degree in history. While attending law school at William &
Mary Melissa worked at Colonial Williamsburg as a costumed historical
interpreter. From this experience she realized that the stories of people,
places, and ideas do not tell themselves: they have to be told by others.
Melissa occupies the narrow niche of crossdressing historical reenactors, and is becoming well known in the world of Civil War reenacting.
She has an impressive collection of reproduction dresses from the hoopskirt era of the 1860s, the bustle era of the 1870s and 1880s, and is now
adding dresses from the 1770s.

Dr. Jeanine Ruhsam has taught courses in Women's and Gender Studies, Transgender Studies, LGBT Studies and Queer Theory at the Pennsylvania State University, Mt. Holyoke College and the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. She is currently teaching such topics at ColbySawyer College where she helped develop and conducts training on a
comprehensive protocol for trans and gender expansive students and
faculty. Dr. Ruhsam works as an expert consultant on LGBT matters for
the Pennsylvania and New Hampshire Departments of Corrections She
is co-founder of the Keystone Conference, one of its co-chairs and was
an eight term President of TransCentralPA.
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Dr. Kathy Rumer

Ms. Debra Soshoux

Dr. Rumer is one of the few female board-certified plastic and reconstructive surgeons in the Philadelphia tri-state area and is a Fellow of
the American College of Osteopathic Surgeons. Dr. Rumer is the founder and director of the Hahnemann University Hospital Transgender Surgery Program and the nation's first-of-its-kind Gender Affirming Surgical
Fellowship. She is also a member of the World Professional Association
for Transgender Health (WPATH). Dr. Rumer is well-recognized and
well-versed in transgender health, with an extensive background that
includes both surgical collaboration and training abroad with internationally-recognized experts. She is actively involved in clinical research and
the development of scholarly articles. Dr. Rumer has been performing
gender affirming surgeries for over eleven years and she now performs
over 450 surgeries annually. She is an in-network provider with most
national insurers and with Pennsylvania and Connecticut Medicaid. If
she is not in-network, she will work with any insurer willing to work with
her.

Debra Soshoux is an attorney who’s been "in the trenches," representing and advocating for transpeople. A family court defendant herself,
she survived litigation purgatory—including her very own transphobic
lawyer. After a career in the law, retiring from the Navy, a bit of acting
(“Beautiful Daughters,” Trans Sister Tales” and “Transparent”), and
dabbling in the sex industry, Debra’s transition has been an E-ticket ride.

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon

Attorney

Mr. Daniel Rutkowski

Electrologist & Esthetician
Daniel is an Illinois licensed esthetician and electrologist with Precision
Hair Removal and Skin Care. Daniel started his esthetics career in 2011
and went on to become a respected skin care educator at a top esthetics school in Chicago. Daniel studied electrolysis at Accurate Academy
of Electrology in Hinsdale, IL to obtain state licensure, before joining the
team at Precision. He has also been tested through the International
Board of Electrologist Certification (IBEC) and holds the highest title of
Certified Professional Electrologist (CPE). Daniel is a member of the
American Electrology Association, and Electrology Association of Illinois
and currently serves on its Advisory Board. Daniel regularly attends
continuing education courses to grow his knowledge and expertise in
the fields of electrology and esthetics to benefit his clients. Utilizing the
latest technology and products, Daniel provides the highest level of care
to all clients seeking permanent hair removal and skin care treatments.

Naiymah Sanchez

ACLU-PA Transgender Advocacy Coordinator
Naiymah Sanchez joined the ACLU-PA in January 2017 as the
transgender advocacy coordinator. She is a proud trans Latina and community activist. Naiymah previously worked as the coordinator of the
Trans-Health Information Project, where she provided education and
advocacy services for transgender individuals in Philadelphia, including
those who are incarcerated.

Rebecca Sanders
No Bio Provided

Ms. Stephanie Shostak
President & CEO

Stephanie Shostak is a Transgender Advocate from Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada and is the President and CEO of Prism Consulting Services
Ltd., who focuses on diversity, inclusion, stakeholder collaboration and
engagement with a focus on the LGBTQ+ community. Stephanie is also
a Director/Board Member and current Treasurer of the Trans Equality
Society of Alberta (TESA), who has a mandate to be a witness to and a
voice for matters concerning Trans Albertans. As a Director/Board Member of TESA, Stephanie is engaged by creating media releases, participating in media interviews and engaged in panel discussions and meetings with stakeholders and elected officials. Stephanie is also one of the
Co-Chairs for the 2019 Canadian Professional Association for
Transgender Health (CPATH) Conference in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, in the fall of this year. In addition, Stephanie also continues to serve
as the President, Volleyball Alberta Officials and is a Volleyball Canada
certified National Referee who referees all levels of volleyball, up to and
including college and university, both in Canada and the United States.
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Miss Sally Stone
Sally Stone has been transgender since she was a child. Freely expressing her feminine persona, she experiences the world from a unique
perspective. She actually considers herself to be gender fluid, embracing both her male and female genders equally. She brings with her a
varied set of trans perspectives as she is a retired military veteran, the
father of two, and happily married to a loving and supporting wife. Sally
is a long-time advocate always doing what she can to further
transgender causes. She held office in the local Atlanta chapter of TRIESS for several years, has been involved in numerous TG outreach
programs, and she has been published numerous times by transgender
periodicals and online blogs. Sally has attended every Keystone Conference since its inception, and over the years she has been a regular
Keystone presenter and volunteer.

Ms. Judy Swain
Editor

Judy Swain is originally from Queens, New York, but has lived on both
coasts—and in the Midwest—of the United States, currently residing in
upstate South Carolina with Savannah Hauk. She is the editor and a
contributor of “Living with Crossdressing: Defining a New Normal”,
awarded the 2018 eLit Gold Medal for LGBT Non-Fiction and the Silver
Medal for Sexuality and Relationships. A mother of three beautiful adult
daughters and two adorable grandchildren, she now focuses her energies as a successful entrepreneur selling goods and services through
several online channels. She is also a Wellness Advocate for doTERRA
Essential Oils. She loves animals, often fostering dogs and cats. Cooking, baking, and creating things are her passions. And, she loves to
surround herself with nature and water.

Mrs. Lindsey Taub
Image Consultant

Lindsey Taub is an Image Consultant working in the Washington DC
area. Eleven years ago she was given an opportunity to work for one of
the top ten-luxury retailers in the world. Seeing the fashion firsthand and
how beautiful it can be, paled in comparison to watching clients’ aweinspiring transformation with just the right garment, color, or fit. Playing
that supportive role in matching how a client feels internally with their
outward appearance turned into a passion for her. In 2014 she received
a certification in Image Consulting and has since taken Color Intensive
training from the Fashion Institute of Technology.

Elizabeth Taylor
Makeup artist and photographer Elizabeth Taylor works full-time with
transgender women across the gender spectrum at her studio in bucolic
Cabin John, MD, minutes from downtown Washington, DC. She puts
clients at ease and helps them feel beautiful and confident. She earned
her A.A.S. degree in Photography and Media from Northern Virginia
Community College following her eleven years as a US Naval Officer.
Her other degrees include a M.S in Human Systems Integration from
Naval Postgraduate School and a B.S in Chemistry and Mathematics
from Gordon College. In 2017, Beth married Giselle Frances Donnelly of
Washington, DC.
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Dr. James Thomas

Mrs. Shannon Whittington

The Voice Doctor

Gender Affirmation Program Director

Dr. James Thomas is a laryngologist, an ENT doctor or otolaryngologist
who limits his practice to voice disorders. His medical training began in
Pennsylvania, followed by residency training in Illinois and subsequently
a voice fellowship at Loyola University in Chicago. His laryngology practice is in Portland, Oregon. His current involvement with vocal pitch
change has been developing new procedures to alter vocal pitch. He
developed Feminization Laryngoplasty (FemLar) over the past 15 years
and has presented and published results at professional meetings and
peer reviewed professional journals. He performs and continues to develop or modify a variety of procedures when appropriate, including
vocal cord webbing, thyrohyoid elevation, pharyngeal narrowing and
laser vocal cord thinning.

Shannon Whittington RN MSN is the Clinical Director of the Gender
Affirmation Program at the Visiting Nurse Service of New York (VNSNY)
where she educates and advises clinicians in care of the post-operative
gender affirming patient. Since March 2016 VNSNY has successfully
convalesced over 350 patients who have undergone this life changing
surgery. VNSNY is recognized as the industry leader in home care of
the transgender patient due to Shannon's Transgender Initiative. Shannon is the recipient of the 2018 Quality and Innovation Award from the
Home Care Association of New York for her work in transgender health.
She is committed to educating healthcare professionals across the
country and is also a published author. Shannon is a member of the
John Maxwell team of professional speakers and has spoken at several
conferences, community organizations, colleges and universities.

Thomas Ude

Legal and Public Policy Director of Mazzoni Center
Thomas W. Ude, Jr., Esq., is the Legal and Public Policy Director of
Mazzoni Center, overseeing Mazzoni’s provision of direct legal services
to LGBTQ individuals and families as part of its mission to provide comprehensive health and wellness services to the LGBTQ community. The
two most frequent legal issues that people contact Mazzoni for assistance with are discrimination and transition-related matters like name
changes and correcting identification documents. Mr. Ude is an attorney
with has more than 25 years of experience, including nearly 10 years
working to advance LGBTQ rights at Mazzoni Center and, previously,
Lambda Legal.

Frances Velasquez
Frances Velasquez started working at New York Electrolysis Office in
2011. Initially employed as a receptionist, she developed a keen interest
in the process of electrolysis and went on to train as an electrologist
herself under the mentoring of Yuki Arai. She is currently advancing her
experience with an increasing number of loyal clients, and is progressing
towards industry accreditation as CPE (Certified Professional Electrologist) which she hopes to complete in 2019.

Ms. Jocelyn Young

Transgender Advocate
Graduated from Wilkes University, BA Economics Born and raised in
Williamsport, PA. Lived in Harrisburg, PA for several years prior to moving to Reading. Retired In 2016 co-founded The LGBT Center of Greater
Reading. During 2017 worked with The Bradbury-Sullivan Center and
the Reading City Council to pass an ordinance banning Conversion
Therapy in the City for youth. Conducted various trainings on a variety of
issues dealing with overall LGBT community and specific transgender
issues. Aside from being a transgender advocate I am a writer who has
had numerous articles published on LGBT and transgender specific
discrimination issues. Jocelyn currently resides in the City of Reading.

Julie Zaebst

ACLU-PA Senior Policy Advocate
Julie Zaebst is a senior policy advocate at the ACLU of Pennsylvania
working on reproductive freedom and LGBTQ rights. A social worker by
training, Julie brings 15 years of non-profit and higher education experience to her role. She most recently served as the policy director at the
Coalition Against Hunger and the associate director of the Civic Engagement Office at Bryn Mawr College.

Ms. Kate Weber
Kate Weber is a 10-year veteran of the Keystone Conference attending
every year with her spouse. She has been married to her amazing
spouse before, during, and post transition. She is an educator working in
her local district and the Mom to two teenagers. She and her spouse are
active members of their Unitarian Universalist congregation as well as
TransCentralPA.

Ms. Lilia Weber
Lilia Weber is a veteran of the Keystone Conference with perfect attendance. She has been out in the T & LGB community for longer than that.
She is married, a parent, and is a Software Engineer working for a large
corporation. A few years ago she completed her professional transition
in place continuing with the same employer. She and her spouse, Kate,
are active members of their faith community as well as Trans-Central
PA.

Come join us for worship
and friendship!
Metropolitan Community
Church of the Spirit

Mrs. Jennifer White
Jennifer White is the nom de plume of Alex P., a 60 something year old
professional, happily married father of 3. Jennie has also been a lifelong trans woman, evolving through the denial, guilt, shame, lying, and
purges for decades until she has finally reached acceptance. She also,
after years of consideration, has concluded a “full time trans life” is simply not what she wants, and hopes for workshops like this to raise the
profile and self-acceptance of part time-trans women. This will be Jennie’s 8h conference in the last 4 years, all life changing events, and she
recognizes both the need for greater visibility and lack of understanding
and support in this area of trans life.

2973 Jefferson Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
www.MCCoftheSpirit.org
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Vendor/Service Providers
The following individuals, businesses and entities are offering information and special services during the Keystone Conference. Visit
them in the Vendor Area, located in the Pennsylvania Ballroom on the main floor of the hotel across from the hotel’s front desk.
Please contact these individuals directly to schedule their services.

ACLU of Pennsylvania

Donna’s Hair Studio and Spa

The ACLU of Pennsylvania is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to defending and protecting our individual rights and personal
freedoms. Through advocacy, education and litigation, our attorneys,
advocates and volunteers work to preserve and promote civil rights and
civil liberties. The Transgender Education and Advocacy Program
(TEAP) launched in 2017 to do the critical public education and advocacy work necessary to advance transgender rights in Pennsylvania and to
protect against attacks on transgender people’s dignity, safety and wellbeing. TEAP includes participants from across the state and actively
works to build and support transgender leaders in tackling the most
pressing challenges their communities face. Together, ACLU-PA and
transgender Pennsylvanians are working to make Pennsylvania a place
where transgender people can live free, full lives without fear of violence
or discrimination.

DONNA’S HAIR STUDIO & SPA was founded more than 35 years ago
and has been at its current location for over 25 years. The salon is now
a Paul Mitchell Focus Salon carrying the full line of John Paul Mitchell
Systems hair products and styling tools, a full line of exclusive Bodyography Super Natural Cosmetics, 2 fully-equipped manicure stations, a
private skin care room featuring full body waxing, facials and massage,
a private pedicure room, and seven hair stations. . For more information
call: 609-540-1812 or email us at: donna@donnashair.com

215-592-1513
aclupa.org
info@aclupa.org

609-883-0002
donnashair.com
donna@donnashair.com

Alder Health Services
717-233-7190
alderhealth.org
info@alderhealth.org

Alder Health Services is dedicated to improving the health of South
Central Pennsylvania with a emphasis upon the unique needs of individuals living with HIV/AIDS, members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender community and those struggling with addiction in the South
Central Pennsylvania region. The organization provides residents of the
community with Family Medicine, Mental Health Services, Psychiatric
Services, Support Services and HIV Case Management, STD Screening
and Treatment, HIV Testing, Community and Individual Wellness Programs. Many of our community-based programs are offered at no-cost
to the participant. While many insurance plans are accepted for Medical,
Mental Health and Psychiatric Services, insurance is not necessary to
access the services of Alder Health. For members of the community who
are uninsured, services are available on a sliding fee based upon your
household income.

Dr Paul Glat
610-200-6657
drglat.com

Dr. Paul M. Glat is a native of New York City, growing up in White Plains
and graduating cum laude in 1984 from Princeton University. He graduated from New York University as class president before completing
thorough post-graduate training in surgical techniques as well as advanced training from NYU’s Institute of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. Dr. Paul Glat is proud to be recognized by renowned local and
national outlets for his talent and proficiency. This includes being voted
“top plastic surgeon of the year” numerous times by Philadelphia Magazine. In addition, Main Line Magazine has featured Dr. Glat as one of
the best local plastic surgeons. He has been honored in the list of America’s Top Doctors by Castle Connolly, a selection that only includes the
top 1% of medical specialists in the United States based on reviews by
their peers. Dr. Glat is a skilled plastic surgeon with over 20 years of
experience.

Dr. Michelle Angello

610-917-8561
micheleangello.com
Dr_Angello@yahoo.com

Amy Vodkahaus is a makeup artist and an entrepreneur from Pittsburgh,
PA. Amy’s work/skill-set speaks for itself. Check out her web page,
social media accounts and Google reviews. Recently Amy has graced
the cover of 62nd issue of Transliving International magazine and her
business M2Fantasy Makeovers is ranked one of the Six Best Crossdressing Services & Studios Around The World !

Michele Angello, Ph.D. works with gender-variant and transgender youth
and adults. She offers individual, group and family therapy, as well as
corporate education and training on a variety of issues of sexuality and
has presented internationally on her work with transgender youth and
working with children of transitioning parents. She facilitates several
monthly support groups for transgender adults, youth and parents. Dr.
Angello is often called on to speak as an expert on transgender youth
issues to universities, corporations and the media. She has appeared on
Larry King Live, the Tyra Banks Show, and various documentaries on
transgender issues. She also developed the first graduate course in the
U.S. that focused on clinical issues in transgender communities.

Breast Form Store

Dr. Toby Meltzer

Amy Vodkahaus
412-277-1605

877-634-7495
thebreastformstore.com
info@thebreastformstore.com

866-876-6329
tmeltzer.com
info@tmeltzer.com

Dr. Toby Meltzer graduated from LSU Medical School in 1983 and is
board certified in both General and Plastic Surgery. He is also an active
member of the American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons. He started practicing at Oregon Health Sciences University in
1990 and in 2003 he moved to Scottsdale, Arizona to expand his practice.

Cassandra Storm Photography
717-887-3124
cassandrastorm.com
Cass@CassandraStorm.com

Professional portrait sessions available during the Keystone Conference. Email Cassandra at Cass@CassandraStorm.com or call 717-8873124 with questions.
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Vendor/Service Providers
Everyday Beautiful
727-600-2249
ebtransforms.com
lauriehrh@gmail.com

Discover new levels of well-being wherever you are on your journey by
empowering yourself with the tools and know how you need to see the
image in the mirror reflect who you really are. Depending on your unique
needs, you can have one or multiple sessions to implement your plan to
achieve your desired results. Just as a personal trainer can help you
achieve fitness goals, style coaching can help you transition the image
in the mirror to the one you have always wanted to see. Where ever you
are at in your journey I can help you get to the next level.

cated to providing our patients with the highest quality of care. Their 496
-bed tertiary care institution strives to provide excellent care and personal service to our patients. As an academic medical center, we are partnered with Drexel University College of Medicine in providing medical
education to students and providers in Philadelphia. They work to create
a welcoming and comfortable environment for those who are undergoing
gender confirmation. Located in the heart of Philadelphia, Hahnemann is
here to care for you, your family and all of your health needs.

J and J Creations
724-350-6684
julieleigh@mail.com

J&J Creations is a newly formed Jewelry company run by Julie Leigh
and her wife Jen. We both strive to produce the highest quality handmade jewelry for Every Body.

Exquisite Makeup by Brittney
717-686-7789

Brittney has worked in the Harrisburg/Lancaster area for many years as
a certified MAC Makeup artist at MAC Company store and has extensive
experience working with transgender clients. Text "Keystone Make-over"
to 717-686-7789 to make an appointment.

Facial Team
facialteam.eu

EXCELLENCE IN FACIAL GENDER SURGERY. After a decade in FFS
Surgery and over 1000 patients of all gender identities, our multidisciplinary team of experts in facial gender affirming treatments offer highly
predictable results, adapted to be as aggressive or subtle as required
while within realistic, safe parameters. FACIALTEAM notably works
towards the advancement of the field of facial feminization surgery, innovating ultrasonic instruments and 3-D technologies plus collaborating on
international medical research as well as training programs for the next
generation in the field of feminizing surgery. Regardless of gender identity, FT’s goal is lasting, natural results for your most feminine look without visible scars.

Gender Confirmation Center
415-780-1515

genderconfirmation.com
Dr. Mosser is a Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon and is a cofounder of
the American Society of Gender Surgeons, and is a member of the
American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS), is a member of WPATH
(World Professional Association of Transgender Health) and the United
States Professional Association of Transgender Health (USPATH), is a
Fellow of the American College of Surgeons (FACS) and is a member of
the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS). He sees
his role as listening carefully to his patients’ desires and goals, offering
them options, medical advice and a thorough discussion of what to expect, and then applies his technical and aesthetic skills to the fullest
extent to help them accomplish those goals. He believes that the best
results are obtained when he first understands the priorities of his patients, and then empowers them with understanding of what leads up to
and follows surgery, and also that the patients has realistic goals about
can be achieved. All of the while, he emphasizes a superior level of
service and compassion from start to finish

Hahnemann University Hospital

Growing up we both had a background in producing jewelry. Our ever
growing passion for design and working with our hands blossomed into
this new venture.
We work in many styles and mediums. You will find everything from
strung beads to Chainmail Jewelry. We are always willing to customize
our designed item to best fit the wearer. Please feel free to ask for a
different color combination, a change to the length of Necklace or Bracelets and swapping earring hooks for clip-ons.
Please come and check us out in the vendor area.

Jewelry by Cathy Guss
etsy.com/shop/CathyGuss
cathyguss@comcast.net

Jewelry Making is My Life I have been making Jewelry since the tender
age of 11. And that was nearly 50 years ago ( hard to believe ). My Parents tell me it was actually earlier than that.....when at age 3 my favorite
toy was little plastic "Pop Beads". They said I would sit quietly for hours,
putting them together, coming up with color combinations and designs,
then taking them apart. From there, I made seed bead jewelry for myself
and my dolls. I knew at a very young age that this is what I wanted to
forever. After all these years, I am still very passionate about my work,
My designs are constantly evolving and changing. And I feel extremely
grateful that I have been able to make my living exclusively with my
Jewelry all of my life.

Just You

702-355-5567
gb2amy@aol.com
Amy and her daughter Amber from Las Vegas bring over 25 years of
experience and a professional, safe, and discrete environment where
everyone can become the person they always wanted to be. JUST YOU
will strive to provide excellence in service from first meeting to final
goodbye. Amy will welcome you to the Just You Family and offer expert
guidance without judgement or prejudice. JUST YOU encourages clients
to feel confident in their individuality and to love the woman they feel
inside. Amy strives to grow with the Just You Family by researching the
latest and best products, locating entertaining and safe venues, and
creating memorable events that exceed expectations.

Lee Nails

215-792-7000
www.hahnemannhospital.com

717-564-0690

Hahnemann University Hospital’s Transgender Surgical Program, led by
board certified plastic surgeon Kathy L. Rumer, DO, FACOS, offers the
Male to Female (MTF) and Female to Male (FTM) gender confirming
surgeries. Patients also have access to face, breast, and chest, body
contouring and other related procedures. Dr. Rumer is the director of the
Transgender Surgical Program. Hahnemann University Hospital is dedi-

Once again, Lee Nails is offering a discount on nail services to our attendees. They are located in the High Point Commons Shopping Center,
just down the hill from the Sheraton. Pickup a coupon at the Keystone
registration desk.
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Vendor/Service Providers
LGBT Center

717-920-9534
centralpalgbtcenter.org
info@centralpalgbtcenter.org
The LGBT History Project started in August 2012. The LGBT History
Project collects and presents the stories of LGBT history in central PA
as told by those who lived them, through written accounts, and video
interviews. We also collect and present the photographs, documents
and artifacts that illustrate and support these stories. We will weave
these stories and materials together to create a historical timeline and
narrative context for LGBT history in central PA. We will present this
material on-line as a virtual archive, through exhibits and in presentations. We will also establish a permanent archive of the recordings and
other materials.

Makeovers with Elizabeth Taylor
202-803-3231
makeoverswithelizabethtaylor.com
elizabeth.taylor.makeover@gmail.com

Rejuvenate Me
702-706-5980

Vanessa from Las Vegas brings her years of experience to the Keystone
Conference for the first time. Specializing in deep tissue, Swedish,
shiatzu, Sports massage and everything in-between, Vanessa looks
forward to meeting all the lovely ladies here at Keystone Conference,
and would love for you to come over to her Rejuvenate Me vendor booth
and say hi.

Randi Wallace Photography

A Renaissance woman, Elizabeth Taylor serves trans-women with
makeup artistry, photography, MtF makeovers, and feminine coaching at
her studio in Washington, DC. Stop by Beth's vendor booth to watch live
makeup demos, socialize, and take selfies. Don't miss Beth's Friday
morning workshop on creating beautiful, natural-looking makeup for
shopping, dining out, and heading to work.

NGLCC

240-625-6747
RandiWallacePhotography.com
Randi@RandiWallacePhotography.com
Together we will create unique Images using locations that tells the story
of joy, beauty and special memories of your visit to Harrisburg and the
Keystone-Conference.

Rooted in Beauty Photography
717-487-3353
lesliearakelian.com/Keystone
Hello@LeslieArakelian.com

202-234-9181
www.nglcc.org
The NGLCC is the business voice of the LGBT community, the largest
advocacy organization dedicated to expanding economic opportunities
and advancements for LGBT people, and the exclusive certifying body
for LGBT-owned businesses. The NGLCC is the exclusive certifying
body of LGBT-owned businesses. Become a member of your local affiliate chamber to not only leverage local membership benefits, but also
take advantage of complimentary national certification. At NGLCC, we
recognize that a growth business needs not only a strong local network
where business owners live and work, but also business certification and
access to all the strategic growth opportunities offered by our national
organization.

Penn State Hershey Medical Center
800-243-1455
faculty.med.psu.edu/resources/diversity/
jgeorge5@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

In 1963, The M. S. Hershey Foundation offered $50 million to The Pennsylvania State University to establish a medical school and teaching
hospital in Hershey. With this grant and $21.3 million from the U.S. Public Health Service, the University built a medical school, teaching hospital, and research center. Ground was broken in 1966, and Penn State's
College of Medicine opened its doors to the first class of students in
1967 and accepted its first patients in 1970. The original buildings at
Penn State Hershey Medical Center included the Medical Science Building and medical center, Animal Research Farm, Laundry and Steam
Plant, and University Manor Apartments. Since 1970, the campus has
grown from 318 to 550 acres. Today, Penn State Hershey Medical Center has completed several carefully planned construction projects. Additions were made to reflect a steady increase in patient demand for services and to expand research and teaching programs.

Philadelphia Center for Transgender Surgery
610-667-1888
TheTransgenderCenter.com
DrShermanLeis@DrShermanLeis.com

Sherman N. Leis, D.O., F.A.C.O.S. is Professor and Chairman of Plastic
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and Reconstructive Surgery at The Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. He is Board Certified in General Surgery and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and specializes in all types of transgender surgery.
He is Director and Chief Surgeon at The Philadelphia Center for
Transgender Surgery. In addition to surgical services, The Center provides referrals to a team of professionals who have expertise in servicing the surgical and non-surgical needs of transgender individuals and is
one of the few comprehensive centers of its type in the United States.

Leslie Arakelian is returning to Keystone as a photographer for her third
year and will be available for 10 minute portrait sessions inside the Day
Room on Thursday and Friday. She is also offering a few 30 minute
Hotel Portrait session Thursday-Saturday. Find more information and
book your session at the link below!

Rumer Cosmetic Surgery
855-782-5665
rumergendersurgery.com
info@rumercosmetics.com

Dr. Rumer was recently named the Director of Hahnemann University
Hospital’s Transgender Surgical Program. The launch of the program is
the first for an academic medical center in the Philadelphia region. Additionally, Dr. Rumer, in conjunction, with Hahnemann University Hospital,
is now establishing one of the country’s first transgender surgery fellowships and will serve as the fellowship director. Dr. Rumer is a Pennsylvania Medicaid provider for all transgender surgical services. She is also
an in-network provider for most national and regional insurance plans. If
she is not a provider in your plan, she will work with your insurance company to the full extent of their cooperation.

Scarlett's Makeovers

860-965-5125
scarlettsmakeovers.com
scarlettssexymakeovers@gmail.com
My name is Scarlett, and my involvement in the TG community started in
2007 when a very close friend came out to me about crossdressing. I
attended several gender conferences and got to know many people in
the community. I realized with time that I had a knack not only for
makeup, but also for helping my new friends find and express their inner
femininity. I enjoy what make each person exceptional so much, I began
doing transformation makeup, femme coaching, and image consulting
professionally in 2009. My goal is to provide a safe, comfortable place a sanctuary - for you to relax and be yourself. I will help you express
your full feminine personality and unique style through my makeup and
coaching skills. Whether you want to be the girl next door or the ultimate
glamour girl, I have the expertise to highlight feminine features and minimize masculine ones. You can be certain of a professional, confidential,
and friendly atmosphere during your appointment from beginning to end
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